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EDITORIAL
This is the second issue of a publication designed to pr	 le a vehicle for
the dissemination of information about work in progress 	 astronomical cata-
logues. In addition to progress reports on specific task.,, we intend to in-
clude in each issue an updated status list for astronomical catalogues avail-
able at the Astronomical Data Center (ADC) at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
Contributed papers from observatories and individuals involved with astro-
nomical data are welcome. We wish to encourage communications describing
ongoing projects, new catalogues completed or planned, and lists of errors
determined for existing catalogues. In this way, we hope to avoid redundant
eff , Tts and to increase the efficiency with which astronomical dat .1 are
being compiled and distributed.
In order to maintain a reasonably uniform format ana decrease editing time,
we ask that authors submit camera-ready copy for articles to be published in
this bulletin. Papers Fnould be single spaced and typed in an area approxi-
mately 6.5 inches (165 mm) horizontally by 8.375 inches (213 mm) vertically.
The margins should be 1.375 inches (35 mm) at the top, 1 inch (25 mm) at the
left and right sides and 1.25 inches (32 mm) of the bottom of each page.
Standard 8.S- x 11-inch (216= x 280-mm) paper and a serif type style (Pres-
tige Elite, Courier, Adjutant, etc.) should be used if possible. Two copies
of each manuscript should be submitted to:
Dr. Wayne H. Warren Jr.
Astronomical Data Center
National Space Science Data Center
Codf- 601
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryla;?d 20771
It is honed that there will be sufficient interest and response to warrant
semi-annual publication of this bulletin. Comments, criticisms and sug-
gestions from the astronomical community will be enthusiastically welcome'
The Editors
T. A. Nagy
W. H. Warren Jr.
J M. Mead
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ABSTRACT
The operation of un astronomical data ce n ter requires that many decisions
be made concerning the handling of the astronomical catalogues and data
distributed. Should the data center be, as Wilkins (1977) described it,
passive, in that catalogues and data are collected and distributed
blackbox-wise upon request, or should a data center be active and have
experts in various fields to scrutinize, correct, reforma', and document
data where necessary? 'These questions will be addressed and illustrated by
describing the current operations and future goals of the Astronomical Data
Center at the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.
1. 1 NTRODUCT 1 ON
The large and rapidly growing number of machine-readable astronomical
Catalogues in many diverse fields of astronomy has made the operation of an
astronomical data center much more demanding than it was when only a few
computerized data sets were available. Although the primary function of a
data center is the collection and distribution of data sets, in order to be
Of greatest service to its user community, a center should strive to interact
with the data as much as possible and to produce not only reliable data sets,
but useful supporting data and data products. To create data products most
useful to a wide variety of users and compatible with a majority of computer
systems, a center should have experts in several astronomical specialties,
who are at least familiar with most areas for which data are on deposit, and
who have a broad knowledge of the capabilities of various computer systems.
It is obviously a great advantage to have a large modern computing facility
so that the advanced techniques often required for special processing and
efficient storage and retrieval of large numbers of data sets can be
developed and utilized.
* Expanded version of a contribution presented at 1A11 (7017oquiwn Ain. 69,
Automated Data Retrieval in Asti,onomtj, Strasbourg, France, July 7-10, 1981.
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Although an astronomical (or any other) data center has the responsibility
to disseminate adequately checked and properly identified data, there are
clearly practical limitations as to how far toward the ideal of having
o,wylotcly reliable, accurately checked and documented data, providing
associated software support, search, retrieval, and plot capabilities, and
generating microform listings, any one data center can go when faced with
these tasks for hundreds of individual data sets. Based on eight years of
experience gained in operating the Astronomical Data Center (ADC) at Goddard
Space blight Center, where our emphasis has been toward the development of a
large data base of astronomical catalogues, related software and support
services, and secondary data products, we would like to discuss developments
which we feel increase the efficiency of our operations and provide more
reliable and faster service to the astronomical community.
11 . DATA SF.T MODIFICATIONS, ADD 1'l l ONS AND PROCESSING
The basic procedures used for verifying and checking data in newly acquired
and produced catalogues have been described by Underhill 0 J. (1977) and
Hill (1981) and need not be repeated in detail here. Although certain errors
can be discovered by the computer checking of data for consistency, many
potential problems for data processing and application can only be uncovered
by actually working with and having a basic 'amiiiarity with the data.
Many older catalogues, which were co,ap"terized prior to the development of
sophisticated compilers and data processing trt hniques, were produced with
very restricted formats, or certain data fields were omitted because of a
necessity (or desire) to confine the data records to 80-column computer card
images	 For such catalogues, we usually add missing data fields to complete
the records as published. We also computerize associated remarks and reference
files and add them to the tape. As an example, the N30 catalogue was examined
and processed for distribution recently. The published version of the catalogue
contains remarks in the form of footnotes on individual pages of the publication.
Although the data records included asterisks the footnotes had never been com-
puterized, hence they were added to the tape. We may also independently produce
additional data fields to increase computer processing efficiency, e.g. coord-
inates may he computed in radians and added to the data records to eliminate
the necessity for recomputing them each time a trigonometric function is
needed.
Catalogues or data compilations are sometimes received in print rather than
processing format, i.e. the tape contains data records as they were output to
a printer, including blank records, page control characters, and records con-
taining data for many objects arranged in columns. We process such data sets
to convert them to formats more appropriate for analysis and plotting, e.g.
all data pertaining to one object are ordered and stored in succeeding records
so that they can be read into an array. All blank and specialized records are
removed and data records rewritten to tape in some logical order such as
catalogue number, right ascension, or as they appear in the corresponding
publication.
111. ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTER OPERATIONS
The day-to-day operation of a data center specializing in astronomical
catalogues is greatly simplified if adequate computing facilities are avail-
able for the automation of copying and verifying procedures for tapes. Until
quite recently, our several hundred catalogues were stored on miscellaneous
nagnetic tapes in various editions, densities and tape formats. As it became
increasingly difficult to locate and identify correct versions of specific
catalogues as they were requested, we decided to develop a set of master tapes
containing catalogues stored at high density (6250 bpi) in large blocks for
computer processing efficiency. Information describing each tape catalogue
is stored in a disk file and retrieved each time a specific catalogue is
requested. This eliminates the necessity to look up a required tape and input
file parameters each time a particular catalogue is needed. Using information
retrieved from the disk file, an automatic copying program writes the required
job control language (JCL) for execution of system utility programs for
copying and verifying.
Although a very time consuming task, it is found extremely important to create
and maintain records on all facilities required and every product distributed
with each requested catalogue. In addition to providing information necessar/
for cost evaluation and funaing purposes, these detailed records are often
referred to later as new editions of particular catalogues are received or
additional related information becomes avallalI', slnc' al: recipients of a
catalogue should be notified as new products are introduced. The distribution
of catalogues from tiler National Space Science Data Center is a great advantage
in this regard, since existing computer management systems provide maintenance
and monitoring for all reque ,.,t -l etivity. Upon receipt of a request for a
specific catalogue, a record is entered into the system and the request is
monitored until comp',eted. A projected completion date is registered initially
and the request is flagged in an independent monthly report if the estimated
(late is surpassed. At the completion of a request, all computer time used and
each product distributed are coded on completion forms and entered into the
system. This system also produces annual reports of all request activity and
products disseminated. A separate file contains records of all forms of data
1roducts associated with each catalogue and all related materials to be dis-
tributed with a tape or microform version of a data set, such as information
pages, error lists, related papers from the literature, and special documenta-
tion. The development of such a system is clearly the only way to relieve
astronomers from the handling of routine requests so that they can perform
the more specialized activities d i scussed earlier, and still be assured of
distributing properly identified data and complete packages of related supporting
materials. This goal is still far from being attained for all catalogues at
the ADC, but considerable progress in this area has been made over the past two
years.
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IV. DOCUMENTATION, STATUS REPORT AND SPECIAL SERVICES
Since the initiation of our work with astronomical catalogues, detailed
documentation has been a very important aspect of our activities, and it
continues to demand a substantial amount of time. A standard format has
been used for all documents with only minor modifications depending upon the
catalogue being described. Each document contains five sections designed to
present a general description of a catalogue, the record format, the tape
characteristics, remarks, modifications and references, and a sample listing
of data ex4ztly as they appear on the tape. We consider the section on
remarks and modifications to be extremely important and attempt therein to
give a complete history of all changes made with respect to the original
published catalogue, plus the source of the initial machine-readable version.
If a user finds any discrepancies between the published and machine-readable
versions, an explanation should be available in the documentation.
We also consider it important to provide our user community with information
concerning the status of each catalogue on file. This is accomplished by
maintaining a disk file containing current status information on every
catalogue, so that users know not only which data sets are in revision and/or
are not available at any given time, but also the data quality and reliability
of any catalogue that they request. The above data set is used directly to
produce periodically updated status reports which are dist;-ibuted to requesters
and published in the Astronomical Data Center Bulletin.
We also feel very strongly that, if resources permit, a data center should
provide special services to the user community. These services involve mainly
the development of software to process various catalogues to generate special-
ized output. We have developed a variety of services such as computerized
searches of data and bibliographic catalogues (Mead et al. 1981), preparation
of subsets of and specially sorted catalogues, and generation of plotted output
or finder charts, identifications and overlays (Nally et al. 1980). The
greatest difficulty with providing services requiring software development
is the uniqueness of the data and format of each astronomical catalogue. This
situation necessitates the writing of specific programs for the processing of
each catalogue in each of the various ways for which special output is needed.
The design and development of a standard format for a nu7.'oer of catalogues
having similar data (since a completely generalized format for all catalogues
seems an insurmountable problem at present) would greatly facilitate the use
of a single software package for search and retrieval applications for each
related catalogue group. Unless techniques are found for easier access to the
various data contained in many hundreds of catalogues, the continuation and
enhancement of data center software services will be jeopardized by the lack
of enough resources and personnel for development of the necessary facilities.
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V. SUMMARY
A data center should be active in attempting to improve the quality and
homogeneity of data distributed. For the archiving and distribution of
astronomical catalogues, this requires the L-+ployment of several astronomers
expert in the area of data processing and at least basically familiar with
most of the data disseminated. Detailed documentation containing a byte-by-
byte format description, correction history, and sample listing should be
prepared where necessary. Spec; l services for data searches anj processing
should be provided for users fie, having those capabilities or who do not want
to create independent software for such tasks. The standardization of data
strL Lures and formats for groups of related catalogues would greatly
facilitate the development of data services and special processing software.
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ABSTRACT
More than 250 machine-readable catalogs of stars and extended celestial
objects are now available at the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) as
the result of over a decade of catalog acquisition, verification and
documentation. Retrieval programs are described which permit the user to
obtain from a remote terminal bibliographical listings for stars; to find all
celestial objects from a ;,i;en list that are within a defined angular
separation from each objete in another list; to plot celestial objects on
overlays for sky survey plate areas; and to search selected catalogs for
objects by criteria of position, identification number, magnitude or spectral
type.
INTRODUCTION
There are two major objectives for the development of the astronomical
data base and retrieval system at the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC):
(1) the acquisition, verification and documentation of all available machine-
readable catalogs of stars and extended celestial objects; and (2) the crea-
tion of retrieval techniques which will enable a user to utilize these data
easily and efficiently from a remote terminal. More than 250 computerized as-
tronomical catalogs are now available at GSFC. Periodically reports are pub-
lished in the Astronomical Data Cantor Bulletin giving the status of verifica-
tion, documentation and hence availability, for each catalog in the data base
(Nagy at al. 1981h). Because the output of any retrieval system is only as
good as the data base from which it obtains its information, much of our
effort continues to be devote4, to the improvement of the individual catalogs,
as described by Warren et al. (1981).
*Presented at IAU Colloquium 64, Automated Data Retrieval in Astronomy,
Strasbourg, France, July 7-10, 1981.
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Three groups at Goddard are primarily responsible for the data handled by
the Astronomical Dal.- Center (ADC): the National Space Science Data Center
(NSSDC); the Infrared Astrophysics Section of the Laboratory for Extraterres-
trial Physics; and the Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics, which also
includes the newly established International Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE) Region-
al Data Analysis Facility.
The NSSDC, whose data responsibilities ere reviewed by J. Vette (1981),
serves as a distribution center for astronomical catalogs. The high-energy
astrophysics data sets are described by M. Locke (1981). W. Warren Jr. is
responsible for catalog data at longer wavelengths as well as archival and dis-
semination of observations from the TUE satellite (Warren and Alderman 1981).
The Infrared (IR) Astrophysics Section is committed to producing an IR
(1-1000 Nm) data base, bibliography and cross index of IR names as described
by Schmitz et al. (1981).
The Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics, with which T. Nagy, R.
Hill and J. Mead are amsociated, does much of the verification and documenta-
tion of catalogues before they are placed with the NSSDC for distribution.
The primary interest of this group is the creation and implementation of com-
puterized retrieval systems described below.
The development of the data base and retrieval tools in a location where
there is daily interaction with other astronomers promotes the familiarity of
data personnel with the needs of both observers and theoreticians. It also en-
courages rapid evaluation of data products while providing many consultants on
specialized astronomical and data handling topics.
ASTRONOMICAL DATA BASE
Part of the success in acquiring the large number of catalogs in the ADC
data base is due to the Cooperative Agreement between NASA and the Centre de
Donndes Stellaires (CDS), which was worked out as a by-product of the IAU
Colloquium 35, held at Strasbourg in 1976. This agreement has also yielded
the beneficial results of exchanges of error lists, personnel and information
about future projects (Mead 1980; Mead et al. 1981).
Not all machins -readable catalogs received by the ADC are ready to be
used. The first step in verification is to try to read the catalog as speci-
fied in the documentation accompanying it. This procedure quickly exposes
most problems--if not in the machine-readable data, then sometimes in the for-
mat descriptions. Suggestions for formatting, checking and documenting
machine-readable astronomical catalogs are given in detail by Hill (1981).
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fied in the documentation accompanying it. This procedure quickly exposes
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machine-readable astronomical catalogs are given in detail by Hill (1981).
RETRIEVAL OF DATA
One of the most important **poets of a data base is its capability for
efficient retrieval of the data. Six of the most frequently used astronomical
date retrieval tools now available at the ADC are described below:
(1) The Interactive Computer Reference Search of the Astronomical Litera-
ture 1950-1976 (Nagy at al. 19818) uses the data and reference files of the
1976 version of the B iblioaraphical Star Index (BSI) (Ochsenbein and Spite
1977). These data are stored on direct access devices on the GSFC IBM
S OO-% computer. The BSI is a machine-readable data file of stellar identi-
fications and references covering twelve journals from 1950-1972 and more than
30 since then. Updated versions of this compilation are released periodically
by the CDS. The machine-readable versiora available at Goddard contains 9494
references to the astronomical literature for 69,348 stars from 1950 partway
through 1976; a later version of the BSI vill be utilized as soon as the tape
is received from the CDS.
The interactive BSI search program accesses the references by means of a
star identifier (Henry Draper (HD) or Durchmusterung (DM) catalog number, or
variable attar name). The BSI references for the stars having these identifi-
ers are then displayed at the user's computer terminal in a form resembling
that of a standard bibliography. One advantage of this method of accessing the
BSI lies in the conciseness of the output: only one session at a data terminal
is needed to produce a combined, chronologically-ordered listing of references
from all the years covered in the BSI. Another advantage lies in the ease of
use: one only has to type in the stellar identifications according to instruc-
tions displayed on the screen by the program.
A limited amount of computer time has been set aside for a pilot program
to utilize the BSI search program. All astronomers have been urged to avail
themselves of this opportunity to access the data set from their home institu-
tions by telephone link. Many favorable reports have been received from users.
(2) The MATCH Program (Hill and Nagy 1981) finds all objects in a list
within a user-defined angular distance of the positions of a set of target ob-
jects. This technique is particularly useful when one wisher to make identifi-
cations of objects observe.; at similar wavelengths or at very different ones,
as often occurs when observing in a survey made. In addition, this program
serves as a useful check un catalog identificationii which have been made
through manual comparisons, and it provides guide star candidates for observ-
ing programs where the objects of interest are very faint and/or have poor po-
sitions. Catalogs which have been used in MATCH runs include the following
combinations: the Two-Micron Sky Survey vs. the SAO Catalog; the General Cats-
lorue of Veriable Stars vs. the ESC oa torial IR Catalogue (EIC 2); and the Dear-
born Observatory Catalogue of Faint tted Stars vs. the EIC 2.
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RETRIEVAL OF DATA
One of the most important aspects of a data base is its capability for
efficient retrieval of the data. Six of the most frequently used astronomical
data retrieval, tools now available at the ADC are described below:
(1) The Interactive Computer Reference Search of the Astronomical Litera-
ture 1950-1976 (Nagy at al. 1981{) uses the data and reference files of the
1976 version of th3 Bibliographical Star Index (BSI) 140cheenbein and Spite
1977). These data are stored on direct access devices on the GSTC IBM
8/360-91 computer. The BSI is a machine-readable data file of stellar identi-
fications and references covering twelve journals from 1950-1972 and more than
30 since then. Updated versions of this compilation are released periodically
by the CDS. The machine-readable versiors available at Goddard contains 9494
references to the astronomical literature for 69,346 stars from 1950 partway
through 1976; a later version of the BSI will be utilized as soon as the tape
is received from the CDS.
The interactive BSI search program accesses the references by means of a
star identifier (Henry Draper (HD) or Durchmusterung (DM) catalog number, or
variable star name). The BSI references for the stars having these identifi-
ers are then displayed at the user's computer terminal in a form resembling
that of a standard bibliography. One advantage of this method of accessing the
BSI lies in the conciseness of the output: only one session at a data terminal
is needed to produce a combined, chronologically-ordered listing of references
from all the years covered in the BSI. Another advantage lies in the ease of
use: one only has to type in the stellar identifications according to instruc-
tions displayed on the screen by the program.
A limited amount of computer time has been set aside for a pilot program
to utilize the BSI search program. All astronomers have been urged to avail
themselves of this opportunity to access the data set from their home institu-
tions by telephone link. Many favorable reports have been received from users.
(2) The MATCH Program (Hill and Nagy 1980 finds all objects in a list
within a user-defined angular distance of the positions of a set of target ob-
jects. This technique is particularly useful when one wishes to make identifi-
cations of objects observe.; at similar wavelengths or at very different ones,
as often occurs when observing in a survey mode. In addition, this program
serves as a useful check can catalog identifications which have been made
through manual comparisons, and it provides guide star candidates for observ-
ing programs where the objects of interest are very faint and/or have poor po-
sitions. Catalogs which have been used in MATCH runs include the following
combinations: the Two-Micron Sky Survey vs. the SAO Catalog; the General Cata-
logue of Variable Stars vs. the Equatorial IR Catalogue (EIC 2); and the Dear-
born Observatory Catalogue of [paint Teed Stars vs. the EIC 2.
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(3) The Job Control Language (JCL) Copy Program (Hill and Nagy 1980) fa-
cilitates the duplicating of star catalog capes by supplying all the necdssary
JCL parameters, such as block size, density, record length, etc., requiring
only a four-digit numerical code for the catalog to be entered. Not only is
this program time-saving in setting up tape copies, but it also reduces fail-
ures in the duplicating of tapes by automatically providing the information
needed to copy the tape.
(4) Two search and retrieval programs have been developed (Warren and
Sheridan 1981) for the Catalogue of Stellar Identifications (CSI) (Ocheenbein
et al. 1977), which contains cross references for star numbers from some 30
different catalogs. Following the preparation of a version of the CSI sorted
by increasing right ascension, a program was designed which accepts equatorial
coordinate limits and lists all CSI stars located within the specified region.
This search mode ie useful for selecting possible optical identifications for
a list of sources which are detYcted at other wavelengths or which are
variable.
A second search program accepts r4 and HD catalog numbers and lists all
CSI stars with the specified input identifiers belonging to any of the various
catalogs connected to the CSI. Individual data sets are created and stored
for each catalog desired, so that each one can be read by a subsequent program
to retrieve data from the corresponding source catalog. 	 Ideally, thit. re-
trieval system will develop into a tool by which data from any number of
sour-, e catalogs can be selected in a single run through a link to the CSI.
(5) Five catalogs (SAO Star Catalog, Revised New General Catalogue of
Non-Stellar Astronomical Objects, Reference Catalogue of Bri ght Galaxies,
Tf^,ro-Micron Sky Survey and CSI) have been sorted by Palomar (and ESO SRC) Sky
Survey plate areas, as described by Mead and Nagy (1977). For a given set of
coordinates the computer provides all the plate numbers on which this posi-
tion can be found. These plate areas can be immediately accessed, and list-
ings and plots of any or all of the objects from the five catalogs genera^:ed.
(6) Software has been developed to retrieve the full data entry for HD
stars from any of the eleven catalogs included in the Goddard Cross Index in a
single computer run (Mead and Nagy 1977). Another cross index which has
proved to be particularly useful is the HD-DM-SAO Cross Index (Nagy and Mead
1978).
CONCLUSION
The ADC is continuing to provide these and other data retrieval routines
to GSFC astronomers and to the astronomic al community on a request basis.
With an upgraded Goddard computer available later this year, we expect to have
more data sets on line, such as the CSI, in order to make interactive retriev-
al systems readily available to anyone who wishes to access daea directly by
dialing up the GSFC computer.
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AVAILABILITY OF AN INTERACTIVE COMPUTER REFERENCE
SEARCH OF THE ASTRONOMICAL LITERATURE 1950-1976
T. A. Nagy', R. S. Hill* and J. M. Mead'
INTRODUCTION - BIBLIOGRAPHICAL STAR INDEX
The data and reference sets of the 1976 version of the Bibliographical Star Index (BSI
Cayrel, R., Jung, J. and Valbousquet, A. 1974 0 CDS Information Bulletin No. 6, p. 24;
have been stored on direct access devices of e IBM 5135u -W computer at
NASA/GSFC. The BSI is a machine-readable data file of stellar references covering
twelve periodicals from 1950-1972 and more than 30 since then. Periodically updated
versions of this compilation are released by the Centre de Donn6es Stellaires at
Strasbourg. The version available at present at NASA/GSFC contains references partway
through 1976. Each record contains a primary identifier and a secondary identifier (129
possible choices for each in the version described herein) if available. The BSI consists of
two portions: (1) the primary and secondary numbers linked with a Atring of coded
reference numbers (year plus number within ,year) and (2) references in standard
bibliographical style associated with each coded reference number. The 1976 version of
the BSI contains 9494 references to the astronomical literature for 69348 stars. The
statistics of the primary and secondary identifiers are given in Tables 1 and i and the
catalogue code is defined in Table 3.
Version 1.0 of this program, which accepted only Henry Draper (HD) numbers, was
presented at the 156th meeting of the American Astronomical Society meeting in June of
1980. Version 2.0 will accept the following types of identifiers: (1) HD numbers and (2)
variable-star names with two letters and a constellation, or with "V", a number, and a
constellation. New identifier types will be added; the Durchmusterung numbers are the
next planned addition.
THE INTERACTIVE BSI SEARCH PROGRAM
The interactive BSI search program accesses by means of a star identifier (HD number,
variable star number, etc.) a version of the BSI stored on disk. Of the 69348 stars in the
BSI (1976 version) there are 39756 entries (57.3%) with HD as the primary identifier.
The user of the BSI search program logs onto TSO (Time-Sharing Option) on the IBM
S/360-91 computer at NASA/GSFC. The program is invoked as a TSO command, and the
user is prompted for a asst of star identifiers. The BSI references for the stars having
these identifiers are then displayed at the user's terminal in a form resembling that of a
standard bibliography in a concise output format.
A limited amount of computer time has been set aside for a pilot program to utilize the
BSI search program. The detailed procedures for using this interactive procedure are
described by Nagy et al. (Nagy, T. A., Hill, R. S. and Mead, J. M. 1981, "Interactive
Computer Reference Search of the Astronomical Literature 1950-1976, Version 2.0 11). A
copy of this document can be obtained from the authors. The document gives very
explicit details on how to invoke the procedure and several examples.
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Table 1. BSI Primary Identifier Statistics
ID Counts % ID Counts %
HD 39756 57.3 GD 90 0.1
V. 4860 7.0 ROSS 119 0.2
ADS 635 0.9 WOLF 97 0.1
AG 51 0.1 F EIG 53 0.1
SAO 385 0.6 141WC 43 0.1
PI,X 80 0.1 AS 37 0.1
WIL 33 0.0 MCC 1 0.0
NML 2 0.0 LAL 33 0.0
IRC 1282 1.8 B'L 35 0.1
LS 455 0.7 LKH 84 0.1
PN 1165 1.7 HILT 23 0.0
BD 12328 17.8 H EN 23 0.0
CD 1843 2.7 MR 6 0.0
C 1413 2.0 WRAY 18 0.0
SVS 50 0.1 WALK 125 0.2
H V 646 0.9 EG 60 0.1
VV 15 0.0 KS 13 0.0
AN 4 0.0 TON 24 0.0
HBV 1 0.0 TONS 7 0.0
SON 352 0.5 SR 1 0.0
CSV 88 0.1 K W 1 0.0
NOVA 185 0.3 COU 29 0.0
SN 347 0.5 KOCH 122 0.2
LIFT 653 0.9 ABEL 2 0.0
LTT 716 1.0 P F i L 39 0.1
BPM 67 0.1 SS 48 0.1
BSD 472 0.7 LSWR 2 0.0
GL 182 0.3 BHA 2 0.0
G 145 0.2
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Table 2. BSI Secondary Identifier Statistics
ID Counts % ID Counts %
HD 18641 26.9 GL 182 0.3
2324 3.4 G 145 0.2
V. 6053 8.7 GD 90 0.1
HR 3519 511 ROSS 119 0.2
ADS 4276 6.2 WOLF 97 0.1
AG 236 0.3 F EIG 53 0.1
GC 15 0.0 MWC 43 0.1
SAO 385 0.6 AS 37 0.1
PLX 178 0.3 MCC 1 0.0
N30 1 0.0 GAL 33 0.0
WIL 96 0.1 H2 35 0.1
NML 2 0.0 LKII 84 0.1
IRC 1857 2.7 HILT 23 0.0
LS 567 0.8 HEN 23 0.0
PN 1165 1.7 NIR 6 0.0
BD 20258 29.2 WRAY 18 0.0
CD 2571 3.7 WALK 125 0.2
C P 2144 3.1 EG 60 0.1
SVS 50 0.1 KS 13 0.0
H V 646 0.9 TON 24 0.0
VV 15 0.0 TONS 7 0.0
AN 4 0.0 SR 1 0.0
HBV 1 0.0 KW 1 0.0
SON 352 0.5 COU 29 0.0
CSV 88 0.1 KOC H 122 0.2
NOVA 185 0.3 ABEL 2 0.0
SN 347 0.5 PHL 39 0.1
LFT 653 0.9 SS 48 0.1
LTT 716 1.0 LS W R 2 0.0
BPM 67 0.1 HHA 2 0.0
BSD 472 0.7
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Table 3. Catalogue Code References
CODE BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCES
ABEL	 Properties of some old planetary nebulae, Abell 1966.
ADS	 New General Catalogue of double stars within 120 0 of the North Pole, Aitken
1932.
AG	 AGK3, Star Catalogue of positions and proper motions north of -2.50
declination, 1975.
AN	 Nomenels_.;re o: variable stars adopted b, the periodical "Astronomisehe
Nachrichten".
AS	 Additional stars whose spectra have a bright Ha line, 1950.
BD	 Bonner Durchmusterung des Nordlichen Himmels
BPM	 Bruce Proper Motion Survey, Luyten 1963.
BSD	 Bergedorfer Specktral Durchmusterung
CD	 Cordoba Durchmusterung
COU	 Nouvelles Etoiles Douhles, IAU Circular, Commission 27.
CP	 Cape Photographic Durchmusterung
CSV	 Catalogue of &uspected Variable Stars, Kukarkin et al.
EG	 Spectra, colors, luminosities and motions of the white dwarfs
FEIG	 A search for underluminous hot stars, Feige.
G	 Lowell proper motions, Giclas et al.
GC	 General Catalogue of 33342 Stars for the Epoch 1950, Boss 1937.
GD	 A list of white dwarf suspects, Giclas et al.
GL	 Catalogue of nearby stars, editon 1969
HBV	 Die Veranderlichen im Sud tell der Cygnus V. oikr
HD	 Henry Draper Catalogue, Cannon and Pickering 1918-1924
HEN	 Southern Planetary Nebulae, Henize 1967
HIM	 Reference to LH a objects later quoted in the Chamaeleon T Association,
Henize and Mendoza 1973
HILT	 Photometric, Polarization and Spectrographic Observations of U and B stars,
Hiltner 1956
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NR	 Catalogue of Bright Stars, 3rd Edition, Hoffleit 1964
11V	 "Harvard Variables"
HI	 A Search for taint Blue Stars, Humanson and 'Zwicky 1947
iRC	 Two-Micron Sky Survey, Neugebauer and Leighton 1969
KOC H Photographic Photometry in the field of NGC 2264
KS	 Photometric and polarimetric observations of the nearby strongly reddened
open cluster STOCK 2, Kreminski and Serkowski 1967
KW	 The proper motion and the distance of the Praesepe cluster, Klein Wassink 1927
LAL	 A catalogue of those stars in the "Histoire Celeste Francaise"
LNT	 A catalogue of 1849 stars with proper motions exceeding 0.5" annually, Luyten
1955
LK H	 Emission-dine stars associated with the nebulous cluster NGC 2264, Herbig
LS	 Luminous Stars in the Northern Milky UNay 1, Hardorp et al. 1959
LSW it	 Revised Spectral Classification System and a New Catalogue for Galactic Wolf-
Rayet Stars, Smith 1968
LTT	 A Catalogue of 9867 Stars with Proper Motion Exceeding 0.2" Annually, Luyten
MCC	 Dwarf M Stars Found Spec trophoto me trically, Vyssotsky et al.
NIR	 The Galactic Distribution of the Wolf-Rayet Stars, Roberts 1962
X1WC	 Mount Wilson Catalogue Supplements, Merrill and Burwell
N h1 L	 Observations of extremely cool stars
NOVA Nomenclature of novae, built with a name of constellation and a year
N30	 Catalog of 5268 Standard Stars, 1950.0, based on the Normal System, Morgan
1952
PtiL	 Faint Blue Stars in the Region Near the South Galactic Pole (Palomar-Haro-
Luyten)
PLX	 General Catalogue of Trigonometric Stellar Parallaxes, Jenkins 1952
PN	 Catalogue of Galactic Planetary Nebulae, Perek and Kohoutek 1967
►toss	 New Proper-motion stars, Ross 1925-1939
SAO	 Smithsonian Astrophysical Star Catalog, Positions and Proper Motions of
258997 Stars for the Epoch and Equinox 1950.0
SN	 Nomenclature of supernovae, built from a year
SON	 Nomenclature of variable stars found in Sonneberg Observatory
SR	 Stellar Spectra with Emission Lines in the Obscuring Clouds of Ophiuchus and
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Scorpius, Struve and Rudk jObing 1949
SS	 Low-Dispersion Spectra and Galactic Distribution of Various Interesting Strong-
Emission-Line Objects in the Southern Milky Way, Sanduleak and Stephenson
1973
SVS	 Successive lists of variables found by Russian astronomers, beginning in 1918,
Soviet variable stars
TON	 Estrellas Azules en el Casquete Galactico Norte, Tonantzintla Observatory
TONS	 Estrellas Azules en el Casquete Galactico Sur, Tonantzintla Observatory
V.	 General Catalogue of Variable Stars, Third Edition, kukarkin et al.
VV	 Vatican Variables
WALK Studies of Extremely Young Clusters, Walker 1956
WIL	 General Catalogue of Stellar Radial Velocities, Wilson 1953
WOLF Katalog von 1053 Starker Bewegten Fixstern, Wolf
WRAY A Study of N•-alpha Emission Objects in the Southern Milky Way, Wray 1966
•	 Catalogue of Bright SL9rs, (Bayer or Flamsteed names)
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SUGGESTIONS FOR FORMATTING, CHECKING AND DOCUMENTING
MACHINE-READABLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
R. S. Hill*
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to describe ADC practice in modifying and
documenting machine-readable catalogues in order to provide guidelines for
others who make such catalogues. There are good reasons to conform to these
guidelines. First, those who send machine-readable catalogues to the ADC
will help the ADC to economize on its resources; thus, they will help to make
new machine-readable catalogues more quickly available to the astronomical
community than at presvit. Second, common-sense practices to make catalogues
more usable by computers will be spread through the astronomical community.
The following sections describe practices followed by the ADC to make
machine-readable catalogues transportable to many computers, to insure the
integrity of the data in the catalogues, and to make the catalogues easy to
use for input to computer programs. Some of the minor points represent preju-
dices of the author; however, as a whole, this paper may be taken to fairly
describe the practices of the ADC. Several topics treated here are also con-
sidered in Underhill, et al. (1977).
11. TRANSPORTABILITV
A transportable dataset is one that can be read and used by most
computers.
1. Write tapes in character code. That is, use EBCDIC„ BCD, or
ASCII. Do not write tapes of binary data. Character codes were
created for transportability, but binary formats were created for
internal use by computers, and are machine-specific.
(The ADC itself can read several types of tapes: seven-track or
nine-track, in EBCDIC, BCD, or ASCII, at densities from 200 bytes
per inch [BPI] to 6250 BPI; however, the ADC would prefer, whenever
possible, to receive nine-track ASCII or EBCDIC tapes at 1600 BPI
or 6250 BPI.)
2. Use Fortran formats to write tapes. Every scientific computing
installation has Fortran, even in those cases where it is not the
language of choice.
3. In declinations, put plus and minus signs always in the same byte.
This rule is an exception to the previous one, since Fortran
formatted writes always put the sign just in front of the most
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significant digit. Consider these declinations given in degrees,
minutes, and seconds (0 - blank):
+23012056
0-0005042
-11012021
The second line will appear to an IBM computer to say +00 5' 42"
since the IBM 360 has no way of internally coding minus zero. But
if the same declinations are given as follows:
+23012056
-00005042
-11012021
then the sign of declination can be read using the Al format code,
separately from the numerical data, and the declination can then be
multiplied by -1 if appropriate.
4. Do not use lower-case letters, and avoid specia, characters. Not
all computer terminals have lower case letters, and the standard
keypunch, the IBM 029, certainly does not. If a programmer has no
access to a terminal or keypunch with certain characters, he may
be unable to write a program that will recognize those characters.
Now can one, for example, write a program that will recognize the
lower-case "e", when that symbol cannot be typed in as part of the
program? Only with arcane techniques.
In fact, it is desirable to use even a smaller character set than
that provided by the IBM 029, since not all its characters translate
(for example) from nine-track EBCDIC to seven-track BCD, or even
from EBCDIC to ASCII.
To restate the rule in positive terms, stick to capital letters,
numerals, and the commonest arithmetic symbols.
III. gUALITY CONTROL
Quality control means following rationally planned procedures to see
that machine-readable data are not corrupted by typographical errors or
program bugs.
1. Proofread. If the data in a machine-readable catalogue look reason-
able and if no errors or contradictions are uncovered in the course
of processing, the ADC will not proofread exhaustively. It is,
therefore, necessary that the original makers of machine-readable
catalogues do so.
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After writing a tape, try to read it. If properly done, this
procedure can go far to assure the integrity of a catalogue tape
The belief that a certain Fortran format statement will read the
catalogue correctly should be checked by running a program to
actually read every single record in the catalogue with that format.
Within the same program, all the data can be checked to see that
they fall within appropriate ranges—for example, declinations should
be between -90° and +90% and stellar magnitudes should be between
-5.0 and +25.0. Use the constraints appropriate for catalogue: if
it contains only objects within 20 0 of the galactic equator, make
sure the galactic latitude of each object, as given in the catalogue
tape, reflects this constraint. Count the records to make sure the
tape file is complete and free of garbage records. If the records
are in an easily defined order—for example, increasing right ascen-
sion—make sure, using a program, that this order actually
holds.
3. Check the physical attributes of any tape sent elsewhere. Many
installations support utility programs that analyse a tape and
return the number of tracks, recording density. type of character
code, and length and number of physical records. Such a program
can be used to verify not only that the recipient is getting the
right kind of tape, but that the tape contains the right number of
records. File-comparison utilities are also provided with many
computer systems, and are intended for the verification of copy
operations.
IV. USABILITY
Usability here means two sets of virtues: first, those that make a
catalogue useful as a scientific product (e.g., completeness and clarity),
and second, those that make a catalogue convenient to use as input to a
Fortran program (e.g., consistency of format). Moreover, the documentation
of a machine-readable catalogue must be properly done if the catalogue is to
display its merit to atiyone but its creator. Good documentation is essential
to both aspects of usability.
1. Pu y in all the data. If data from the published book version of a
catalogue are not in the machine-readable version, the ADC adds it.
Data are often left out of machine-readable versions of catalogues
because the maker wanted to use card-images of 80 bytes. This habit
should be overcome. If an installation does not support magnetic
tape or disk record lengths longer than 80 bytes (this author does
not know of any such cases), or if the maker of a catalogue is
unwilling to invest the time to learn how to create and use such
records, he should use more than one card-image per catalogue entry.
2. Use one record per catalogue entry, but not at the expense of com-
pleteness. Like honesty, this is the best policy. Programs that
2.
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have to read only one record to get all the data for a single
catalogue entry are easier to write than programs that have to
read multiple records in different formats. But if you face a
choice between complete data and single records, choose compplete
data: multiple records are better than undernourished sing
3. Stick to whatever format you use. When you have designed a format
for any field, do not deviate from it by one iota. If a field has
to be changed to accommodate unforeseen data, go back and change it
in every record. Nothing is more annoying than, say,a spectral type
that spills over into the literature references.
4. Code spectral types (and similar symbolically expressed data) so
that they can be easily searched. For example, put the first dimen-
sion of a spectral type always in the same bytes.
5. Eschew blank numerical fields; and do not put alphabetic/symbolic
data into numerical fields. Fortran will read blank fields as zero.
If there is no data, use some obviously unreal value, such as the
maximum number of nines that will fill the field (this tactic is
called "nines-filling"). Usually zero is too plausible a value to
make "blanks-filling" practical.
Alphabetic/symbolic data in numerical fields make programming for
the use of the catalogue more difficult. Instead, use a separate
field, or code an unreal numerical value into the numerical field.
Usually, eights-filling and sevens-filling can be used along with
nines-filling when different types of "no data" flags are needed.
The test is Fortran-readability: a numerical field should only have
to be read once, and that with a numerical format specification.
6. Document. The most important part of the documentation is a table
of what data are in each tape record. All bytes of the record (even
blanks) should be accounted for. The Fortran format specification
for reading each datum should be supplied. Figure 1 is a sample
page from a typical tablt of this kind as it appears in an ADC cata-
logue document. Note that material rtormally appearing in the preface
of a catalogue in book form appears in this table. This table does
play the role of a preface, and should be able to substitute for the
preface of the book version of a catalogue. Do not rely on the
recipient to have access to books. Assume that he lives in isolation
anti cannot obtain books. Tell him what the book would tell him if he
had it--but in the form of a byte-by-byte record description.
The document should have two other sections: a table of the physical
characteristics of the tape sent, and a broad description of how the
catalogue was made machine-readable. If there is a book version of
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the catal-, ,.e, the latter section should describe the differences
between the machine-readable and book versions, and should include
the reference to the book version. This section should also include
general remarks not fitting elsewhere. Examples of *hese two sec-
tions are given in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
V. CONCLUSION
Clearly, a number of judgments need to he made about the right way of
making each machine-readable catalogue. Nevertheless, the guidelines in this
paper can provide a first approximation of the goal for any such effort, and
more important, a norm of quality and usefulness for the final product. More-
over, the ADC is a resource for the entire astronomical community, and that
community can serve itself by applying these guidelines to optimize its use
of the ADC's available manpower.
VI. REFERENCES
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YCCq
Tape Contents (1 of 6)
CATALOG OF GALAXY REDSHIFTS
Suggested
Bytes Description _ Format__
1-4 Sequential number for entries in increasing order I4
of right ascension (N1- 3981).
5 Blank 1X
6-11 Uppsala General Catalogue of Galaxies (UGC)(Nilson, 6A1
P.N.	 1973. Uppsala Observatory Annals, Volume o)
number when available or the supplement UGC number
(AUGC)	 (Nilson, P.N.	 1974.	 Catalogue of Selected
Non-UGC Galaxies, Uppsala Observatory Report 1i5)
from the Fisher and Tully (redshift cataloue sub-
mitted to Astrophysical Journal Supplement3. 	 The
UGC is only available for northern galaxies and the
AUGC number has an "A" as the first character. 	 All
identifiers are left justified in this field.
12 Blank 1X
13-20 Other galaxy identification: 8A1
New General Catalogue (N), Index Catalogue (1)
or Anonymous (A) designations from the Reference
Catalogue of Bright Galaxies (de Vaucouleurs and
de Vaucouleurs, 1964). The Third Cambridge (3C)
number or other identification found from the
source material (cf. bytes 78-90).
21	 Blank	 ix
22-28
	
Right Ascension (Epoch 1950.0)
Equatorial coordinates are from Fisher and Tully,
other source or the UGC.
22-23	 hours	 12
24	 blank	 1X
25-28	 minutes (unit = Oml)	 F4.1
Figure 1. Example of a catalogue byte description.
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Tape Characteristics
CATALOG OF GALAXY REDSHIFTS
CATALOGUE.. ....................................................... RGR
NUMBER OF TRACKS... ................ ..............................0 9
DENSITY (BPI) .............,........................................ 1600
NUMBER OF FILES ................................................... 1
LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH (BYTES)....... ............................... 90 —.--
BLOCKSIT.E (BYTES)..... ............................,..........,,.... 18000 _-
BLOCKING IACFUR....., ................,............................ 200
RECORD FORMAT (IBM OS/JCL) .................. ..................... Fo
-
___ -
TOTAL NUMBER OF LOGICAL RECORDS .................................... 3981
TOTAL NUMBER OF BLOCKS............................ ...............	 20
CHARACTER CODE.............	 ..................................... EBCDIC
Figure 2. Example of magnetic tape specifications.
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REMARKS AND MODIFICATIONS
The machine-readable version of the Catalog of Galaxy Redshifts (H.J.
Rood, unpublished) was received from Dr. P.J.E. Peebles (Princeton University)
in December of 1980. The catalogue was compiled by Dr. Rood to enter the most
accurate redshift for each entry in the Uppsala General Catalogue of Galaxies
(UGC, Nilson, P.N. 1973, Uppsala Observatory Annals, 6) below 15,000 km/sec,
plus some fainter galaxies in fields of rich clusters, plus some southern
galaxies (usually those with accurate 21cm redshifts). The catalogue is 99%
complete for declinations north of -2° 30' and blue magnitude (nip) brighter
than 131".
Modifications were made to that machine-readable version as follows:
1. The first record initially was IC 5041 which did not have coordinates
?isted and hence as a= 0 and 6= 0 it appeared first or the tape. The
coordinates for this object (from machine-readable version of the
Master Object List, R.S. Dixon, 1977 in Compilation Critical Evalu-
ation, and Distribution of Stellar Data, ed ^. asc el^ and^.fi ^'-
Wilkins,-4 D.!
 Reide
-
Publ- lishing Conipany,^ Dordrecht-Holland, pp. 167ff)
a re a = 20 401!15, S = -29° 53' ( epoch 1950 g i ven to the same prec i s i on
as the catalogue). This record was then put in its proper place in
the catalogue before the remainder of the modifications were made.
We would like to thank Dr. W. Warren for the suggestion to look in
Dixon's Master Object List to find the coordinates for IC 5041.
2. A sequential counter was added to each record (N1- 3981) which repre-
sents the order of the catalogue in order of increasing right ascen-
sion at epoch 1950.0.
3. For entries which did not have a value of the blue magnitude (nip) a
ealue of 99.,9 was entered.
4. The designations of uncertainty (parentheses "( )") and not newly
derived ("-") in the listing of the catalogue as received were not
included in the machine-readable version. These have been added but
in the form of a single asterisk ("*") or dash ("-") in bytes 56 and
58 (cf. Table 2-1).
5. The redshift relative to the Local Group V = V+ AV where A.V- 300
sins cos b was not included on the machine-readable versioi. This
quantity was subsequently computed by calculating galactic coordi-
nates (k,b) and utilizing the quantity of the redshift (V). Many of
these computed values were conpa ,,eA with the list as sent by Rood and
Figure 3. Example of a remarks and modifications
section of a catalogue document (1 of 2).
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approximately 10% were found to differ by 1 km/sec. This is
probably due to differences between the galactic coordinates as
computed at GSFC and the coordinates used by Peebles. We have
chosen to retain our computed values since this would be consistent
with the galactic coordinates given herein.
6. Since the galactic coordinates (R, b) had to be computed to add the
value of the redshift relative to the Local Group (V o ), these have
been retained in the machine-readable version for convenience.
7. The original logical record length was 80 bytes. A total of 16
blank bytes have been deleted from the original version but 26 bytes
of additional data have been added, so that the new logical record
length is 90 bytes.
Figure 3. Continued (2 of 2).
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A CATALOGUE OF ULTRAVIOLET. OPTICAL, AND HI DATA
FOR 201 VIRGO CLUSTER GALAXIES
R. H. Cornett* and A. M. Smitht
Galactic energy distributions exhibit larger variations with galactic
type at middle ultraviolet wavelengths (2000 < X < 3000  A) than at visible
wavelengths (Coleman et al. 1980; Welch 1981) because of the effects of hot
stars, metallicity, dust and other factors. Consequently middle ultraviolet
colors should be sensitive measures of intrinsic galactic characteristics
both locally and on cosmological scales.
We have obtained ultraviolet photographic photometry, in magnitudes
which we have denoted U2421, of galaxies within the central 11.4 degree
diameter region of the Virgo cluster, The bandpass of the photometry is
centered (constant energy mean wavelength) at 2421A with a full width at
half maximum of 1150A. The absolute calibration of the magnitude scale is
defined such that the color U2421- V of Vega is zero. On this scale, the
brightest observed galaxy has U, 4 , 1
- 10m5. and the faint limit for observation
is U 421 = 16m3. Within these limits and within the field of view, we find 115
singe galaxies, 7 unresolved pairs; 79 galaxies are too faint to be observed.
The effective angular resolution is - 1- 2 arcminutes.
We have combined the above ultraviolet photometric data with data from
de Vaucouleurs et al. (1976) and Fisher and Tully (1981) to produce a reasonably com-
prehensive data base of magnitudes, colors, galactic types and HI data for these
Virgo cluster galaxies. Thiti data are machine-readable and can be obtained from
the ADC;all data and other details are presented in Smith and Cornett (1981).
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THE hIACH1NE-READABLE VERSION
OF THE GENERAL, CATALOGUE OF VARIABLE STARS,
THIRD EDITION
R. S. Hill* and T. A. Nagy•
The machine-readable version of the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS)
was r eeived at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center (NASA/GSFC) from the Centre de
Donnees Stellaires (CDS) in Strasbourg, France, on September 14, 1976. This version was
a hybrid, containing both data from the Second Edition of the GCVS (Kukarkin, et al.,
1958), and from the Third Edition of the GCVS (Kukarkin, et al., 1969), as well as from
various supplements of each, and was apparently generated by merging and expanding
pre-existing machine-readable files. At NASA/GSFC, this file was modified considerably
both in contents and in format, as follows:
1. Two groups of stars were treated separately: those represented by entries in
the Third Edition of the GCVS, and those introduced in the supplements to the
Third Edition of the GCVS. All entries in the first group were edited to
conform to the Third Edition. All entries in the second group were left as
received, and a flag byte was added to distinguish them from the first group.
As a result, the NASA/GSFC version represents the Third Edition for all stars
having entries in the Third Edition; and represents the data as received from
the CDS for the stars having entries only in the supplements to the Third
Edition. No data remains from the Second Edition or the supplements to the
Second Edition, except for cross-identifications (see below). About 30,200
separate data had to corrected in the editing of the Third-Edition stars.
2. Cross-identifications from the Second Edition, volume 2, and from the 56th
and 57th Nominating Lists, present in packed form on the tape as received,
were unpacked into EBCDIC characters. Each type of identifier was put into
a separate field.
3. Various non-numerical characters were present in numerical fields on the tape
as received. These symbols indicated faint-magnitude limits, multiplicity or
ambiguity of period, doubtfulness of data, and so on. All such symbols were
put into separate fixed-format fields to enable the numerical fields to be read
with numerical Fortran formats. Also, in some cases, standard symbols were
substituted for non-standard ones.
4. Several duplicate records were deleted, and about 30 missing records were
added.
5. About 200 records were interactively corrected due to special problems and
errors discovered in the late stages of processing.
6. By means of a Fortran program, a histogram of variability types was
prepared. Inconsistencies in translating the variability-type abbreviations into
EBCDIC character strings were resolved:
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t7. Miscellaneous fields were expanded to accomodate corrected data too long for
the original fields. Fields that had been immediately adjacent on the tape as
received were separated with blanks.
8. The galactic coordinate ol the tape as received ap; -ared to be parry Q1,d
Galactic Coordinates ( I , b ), and partly New Galactic Coordinates ( ^t , b ),
and were not,eiven Aor all the entries. These galactic coordinates were
deleted, and I and b were newly calculated for all entries.
Grateful acknowledgement is made to Mrs. Susan Ball for hand -coding the 309200
bulk corrections on Fortran coding forms, for writing most of the bulk-correction
software, and for unpacking the cross-identifications. Among the many others who have
contributed are Mrs. Priscilla Struthers, Mrs. Susan Rehse, and the keypunching service
at NASA/GSFC.
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GALACTIC LATITUDE AND MAGNITUDE DISTRIBUTION
OF TWO ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
T. A. Nagy*, R. S. Hill* and J. M. Mead+
The spatial distribution of sources as expressed in galactic coordinates is of common
interest to observers and theoreticians alike. As a result of some correlative work for an
infrared study, the following tables were prepared. Tables i and 2, respectively,
represent the galactic lnti;dde distribution in two-degree bins of the entries in the
Catalogue of Bright Stars (Hoffleit 1964) with 9091 sources and the Two-Micron Sky
Survey (Neugebauer ar,d Leighton 1969) with 5612 sotu•ces. Table 3 presents the Yale
Bright Star Catalogue :ounces in five-degree latitude bins as a function of visual
magnitude ranges. Matrix data of magnitude versus galactic latitude (five-degree bins)
are given for the Two-Micron Sky Survey entries in Tables 4 and 5 where the magnitudes
are I and K respectively. In all five tables the lower limit of the latitude range (blw )is inclusive. Table 4 is for very select magnitude ranges and does not represent the°^o ll
catalogue, as is evidenced by the totals as given in the table.
The magnitude distribution of sources in the Yale Bright Star Catalogue has been the
result of several inquiries. Table 6 presents a breakdown of the visual magnitude (Y)
from the catalogue in 0.1 magnitude bins together with the running total from brightest
to faintest. Similar magnitude distributions for the Two-Micron Sky Survey Catalogue
are presented in Table 7 (1 magnitude) and in Table 8 ( K magnitude). Only magnitudes
that were on scale are included in these distributions. Also, included are the
questionable 1 magnitudes since a value is given.
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Table 1. Galactic latitude Distribution of
Yale Bright Star Catalogue Sources
b°jo. b°Fr 1 b° b°fir 1 pp bp 1
-90 -86 1 -16 -16 204 54 56 66
Be- -86 7 -16 -14 198 56 58 67
46 -84 12 -14 -12 173 58 60 58
44 -82 6 -12 -10 220 60 62 63
-82 -80 13 -10 - 6 245 62 64 50
-80 -76 24 - 8 - 6 270 64 66 49
-78 -76 23 - 6 - 4 271 66 68 48
-76 -74 23 - 4 - 2 256 68 70 29
-74 -72 34 - 2 0 305 70 72 22
-72 -70 32 0 + 2 246 72 74 34
-70 -68 37 + 2 4 239 74 76 28
-68 -66 55 4 6 192 76 76 23
-66 -64 47 6 6 211 76 80 17
-64 -62 56 8 10 164 80 82 20
-62 -60 58 10 12 191 82 84 19
-60 -58 57 12 14 186 84 86 17
-58 -56 58 14 16 195 86 88 4
-56 -54 80 16 18 164 68 90 2
-54 -52 52 18 20 150
-52 -50 74 20 22 145
-50 -48 61 22 24 164 i
-48 -46 92 24 26 129
-46 -44 70 26 28 133
-44 -42 93 26 30 129
-42 -40 87 30 32 114
-40 -38 97 32 34 107
-38 -36 98 34 36
1-36 -34 119 36 38 85
-34 -32 120 38 40 97
-32 -30 118 40 42 87
-30 -26 128 42 44 70
-28 -26 136 44 46 87
-26 -24 159 46 48 92
-24 -22 144 48 50 68
-22 -20 190 50 S2 75
-20 -18 202 52 54 52
TOTAL 9,091
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Tahle 2. Galactic Latitude Distribution of
Two-Micron Sky Survey Catalogue
b
l^ower
by
ulppar
1 b°lawar b°upper 1 bylower byupper 4
-90 -88 1 -16 -16 98 54 56 35
-Be -86 2 -16 -14 109 56 58 30
-86 -84 3 -14 -12 122 58 60 24
-84 -82 3 -12 -10 126 60 62 26
-82 -60 13 - 8 159 62 64 26
-80 -78 b -	 1 - 6 165 64 66 29
-78 -76 10 - 6 - 4 212 66 68 31
-76 -74 6 - 4 - 2 228 68 70 28
-74 -72 14 - 2 0 315 70 72 10
-72 -70 18 0 + 2 277 72 74 24
-70 -68 18 + 2 4 204 74 76 20
-68 -66 19 4 6 174 76 78 11
-66 -64 34 6 8 174 78 80 12
-64 -62 17 8 10 138 80 82 8
-62 -60 16 10 12 126 82 84 8
-60 -58 20 12 14 121 84 86 9
-58 -56 1g 14 16 127 86 Be 2
-56 -54 18 16 18 120 88 90 0
-54 -52 17 18 20 104
-52 -50 23 20 22 93
-50 -48 29 22 24 96
-48 -46 32 24 26 76
-46 -44 30 26 28 84
-44 -42 31 28 30 70
-42 -40 45 30 32 65
-40 -38 40 32 34 84
-38 -36 47 34 36 56
-36 -34 44 36 38 38
-34 -32 50 38 40 69
-32 -30 49 40 42 62
-30 -28 50 42 44 54
-28 -26 48 44 46 68
-26 -24 73 46 48 56
-24 -22 79 48 50 41
-22 -20 70 50 52 45
-20 -`8 89 52 54 39
TOTAL 5,612
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Table 4. Galactic Latitude Versus ! Magnitude Range of
the Two-Micron Sky Survey Catalogue Sources.
U. luwer b-0	 20.) W-4 4sl<5 604 60 . 7	 70.6 OSI-91	 ^9se1- 11
-90 -05 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0
-85 -80 0 2 8 3 1 0 1 0
-80 -15 1 0 9 8 1 1 0 0
-15 -70 4 5 9 11 7 0 0 0
•70 -65 4 6 17 15 5 1 0 0
-65 -60 0 6 18 22 6 1 0 0
-60 -55 4 11 11 13 6 0 0 0
-55 -50 1 9 15 10 9 3 0 1
-50 -45 1 8 22 31 9 1 0 0
-45 -40 3 15 20 28 9 2 1 0
-40 -35 5 13 34 32 15 5 0 0
-35 -30 1 14 26 42 23 8 1 1
-30 -25 4 10 28 46 73 8 3 0
-25 -20 5 28 36 55 -44 14 1 1
-20 -15 9 15 57 69 49 24 7 3
-15 -10 1 22 fs2 87 80 25 9 2
-10 - 5 5 39 66 102 119 64 23 2
- 5 0 4 35 66 170 185 123 41 9
0 ♦ 5 6 21 74 137 I!9 125 49 12
5 10 8 31 65 93 103 64 19 4
10 15 6 25 64 83 81 33 6 1
15 20 7.I 53 98 66 25 7 0
20 25 9 26 52 62 41 23 5 0
25 30 4 30 49 63 33 8 4 0
30 35 9 8 53 58 28 13 1 0
35 40 6 18 45 45 14 4 0 0
40 45 6 21 45 45 20 4 0 1
45 50 5 18 42 35 17 5 1 0
50 55 5 12 28 37 12 3 1 0
55 60 4 8 26 19 12 0 2 0
60 65 8 10 25 14 6 0 0 0
65 70 7 11 22 20 7 1 0 0
70 75 2 0 16 15 6 0 0 0
75 80 1 5 14 9 5 1 0 080 85 1 2 7 6 4 0 0 085 90 0 2 1 4 0 0 0 0
TRIALS 158 517 1196 1589 1190 589 182 37
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Table 5. Galactic Latitude Versus K Magnitude Range of
the Two-Micron Sky Survey Catalogue Sources.
be Iower b*uppe r -25K<-1 -15K<O 0$K<1 15K<2 2SK<3 35K<4
-90 -85 0 0 0 1 4 0
-85 -80 0 2 2 3 10 0
-80 -75 0 0 1 7 11 1
-75 -70 1 1 3 7 23 1
-70 -65 0 2 6 14 26 1
-65 -60 0 2 0 12 41 0
-60 -55 1 2 6 12 26 0
-55 -50 0 0 5 16 26 1
-50 -45 0 2 7 16 53 0
-45 -40 0 3 9 19 56 1
-40 -35 2 5 11 24 61 6
i	
-35 -30 1 3 6 35 74 1
-30 -25 2 2 11 41 74 2
-25 -20 0 7 15 35 127 1
-20 -15 1 6 13 50 166 3
-1.rI -10 1 4 14 84 195 5
-10 - 5 1 12 31 87 293 9
- 5 0 1 7 34 128 465 9
0 + 5 1 3 36 129 389 13
+ 5 10 0 5 29 78 275 5
10 15 0 5 24 57 213 5
15 20 1 7 21 59 201 2
20 25 1 4 17 56 140 5
'	 25 30 3 3 15 53 119 2
30 35 0 3 13 31 126 0
35 40 1 1 21 33 80 0
40 45 2 2 19 32 93 2
45 50 2 4 11 33 77 1
50 55 0 4 9 22 64 2
55 60 0 3 4 20 43 1
60 65 0 4 7 16 39 1
65 70 1 5 12 16 37 0
70 75 0 1 5 13 23 0
75 80 0 0 1 7 26 1
80 85 0 1 1 1 16 1
85 90 0 0 1 2 4 0
TOTALS 23 115 420 1249 3696 82
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Table 6. Visual Magnitude Distribution of Sources
in the Yale Catalogue of Bright Stars
Vim= %'Imw Total 'Nlal Vim. Vlmw 'btal 'Neal
-1.5 -1.4 1 1 3.3 3.4 29 265
-1.4 -1.3 0 1 3.4 3.5 26 291
-1.3 -1.2 0 1 3.5 3.6 46 337
-1.2 -1.1 0 1 3.6 3.7 34 371
-1.1 -1.0 0 1 3.7 3.6 42 413
-1.0 -0.9 0 1 3.8 3.9 62 475
-0.9 -0.8 0 1 3.9 4.0 42 517
-0.8 -0.7 1 2 4.0 4.1 69 586
-0.7 -0.6 0 2 4.1 4.2 56 642
-0.6 -0.5 0 2 4.2 4.3 92 734
-0.5 -0.4 0 2 4.3 4.4 92 826
-0.4 -0.3 0 2 4.4 4.5 N 914
-0.3 -0.2 0 2 4.5 4.6 113 1027
-0.2 -0.1 1 3 4.6 4.7 124 1151
-0.1 0.0 0 3 4.7 4.0 142 1293
0.0 +0.1 4 7 4.8 4.9 175 1468
+0.1 0.2 1 8 4.9 5.0 148 1615
0.2 0.3 0 8 5.0 5.1 240 1856
0.3 0.4 2 10 5.1 5.2 232 2088
0.4 0.5 1 11 5.2 5.3 258 2346
0.5 0.6 0 11 5.3 5.4 277 2623
0.6 0.7 1 12 5.4 5.5 262 2805
0.7 0.8 2 14 5.5 5.6 421 3306
0.8 0.9 1 15 5.6 5.7 402 3708
0.9 1.0 1 16 5.7 5.8 462 4170
1.0 1.1 2 18 5.8 5.9 450 4620
1.1 1.2 2 20 5.9 6.0 481 5101
1.2 1.3 2 22 6.0 6.1 651 5752
1.3 1.4 1 23 6.1 6.2 702 6454
1.4 1.5 0 23 6.2 6.3 726 7180
1.5 1.6 1 25 6.3 6.4 813 7993
1.6 1.7 7 32 6.4 6.5 518 8511
1.7 1.8 4 36 6.5 6.6 329 8840
1.6 1.9 9 45 6.6 6.7 121 8%1
1.9 2.0 7 52 6.7 6.8 55 9016
2.0 2.1 if 68 6.8 6.9 24 9040
2.1 2.2 4 72 6.9 7.0 16 9056
2.2 2.3 12 84 7.0 7.1 14 9070
2.3 2.4 6 90 7.1 7.2 6 9076
2.4 2.5 7 97 7.2 7.3 6 9082
2.5 2.6 11 108 7.3 7.4 5 9087
2.6 2.7 16 124 7.4 7.5 1 9088
2.7 2.8 13 137 7.5 7.6 0 9088
2.8 2.9 26 163 7.6 7.7 1 9069
2.9 3.0 15 178 7.7 7.8 0 9089
3.0 3.1 14 192 7.8 7.9 0 9089
3.1 3.2 28 220 7.9 8.0 0 9089
3.2
It
3.3 16 236 8.0 2 9091
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Table 7. I Magnitude Distribution of Sources in theTwo-Micron Sky Survey Catalogue.
Bin Running Bin Running
Tupper Bower Total Total Iupper Ilower Total Total
2.2 2.3 1 1 6.8 6.9 99 4572
2.3 2.4 6 7 6.9 7.0 78 4650
2.4 2.5 13 20 7.0 7.1 78 4728
2.5 2.6 20 40 7.0 7.2 78 4806
2.6 2.7 17 57 7.2 7.3 90 4696
2.7 2.6 33 90 7.3 7.4 57 4953
2.8 2.9 31 121 7.4 7.5 60 5013
2.9 3.0 37 158 7.5 7.6 54 5067
3.0 3.1 36 194 7.6 7.7 46 5113
3.1 3.2 43 237 7.7 7.8 4 1.* 5162
3.2 3.3 33 276 7.8 7.9 44 5206
3.3 3.4 39 315 7.9 8.0 33 5239
3.4 3.5 39 354 8.0 8.1 36 5275
3.5 3.6 62 416 8.1 8.2 26 5301
3.6 3.7 64 480 8.2 8.3 21 5322
3.7 3.8 61 541 8.3 8.4 24 5346
3.8 3.9 72 613 8.4 8.5 17 5363
3.9 4.0 62 675 8.5 8.6 17 5360
4.0 4.1 92 767 8.6 8.7 13 5391
4.1 4.2 93 860 8.7 8.8 14 5405
4.2 4.3 109 969 8.8 8.9 10 5415
4.3 4.4 124 1093 8.9 9.0 6 5421
4.4 4.5 96 1189 9.3 9.1 3 5424
4.5 4.6 123 1312 9.1 9.2 4 5428
4.6 4.7 129 1441 9.2 9.3 5 5433
4.7 4.8 166 1607 9.3 9.4 4 5437
4.8 4.9 128 1735 9.4 9.5 4 5441
4.9 5.0 136 1871 9.5 9.6 6 5447
5.0 5.1 165 2036 9.6 9.7 0 5447
5.1 5.2 165 2201 9.7 9.8 2 5449
5.2 5.3 174 2375 9.8 9.9 2 5451
5.3 5.4 167 2542 9.9 10.0 1 5452
5.4 5.5 150 2692 10.0 10.1 1 5453
5.5 5.6 182 2874 10.1 10.2 1 5454
5.6 5.7 158 3032 10.2 10.3 0 5454
5.7 5.8 147 3179 10.3 10.4 0 5454
5.8 5.9 153 3332 10.4 10.5 0 5464
5.9 6.0 128 3460 10.5 10.6 0 5454
6.0 6.1 166 3626 10.6 10.7 1 5459
6.1 6.2 142 3768 10.7 10.8 2 5457
6 2 6.3 152 3920 11.8 10.9 0 5457
6.3 6.4 115 4035 10.9 11.0 0 5457
6.4 6.5 106 4141 11.0 11.1 0 5457
6.5 6.6 119 4260 11.1 11.2 0 5457
6.6 6.7 105 4365 11.2 11.3 1 5458
6.7 6.8 108 4473
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Tahle 8. K Magnitude Distribution of Sources
in the Two-Micron Sky Survey Catalogue.
k '`
Bin Running
Kupper Klower Total Total
-1,9 -1.8 1 1
-1.8 -1.7 0 1
-1.7 -1.6 1 2
-1.6 -1.5 1 3
-1.5 -1.4 4 7
-1.4 -1.3 1 8
-1.3 -1.2 9 17
-1.2 -1.1 2 19
-1.1 -1.0 4 23
-1.0 -0.9 9 32
-0.9 -0.8 5 37
-0.8 -0.7 10 47
-0.7 -0.6 15 62
-0.6 -0.5 7 69
-0.5 -0.4 9 78
-0.4 -0.3 16 94
-0.3 -0.2 19 113
-0.2 -0.1 15 128
-0.1 0.0 10 138
0.0 +0.1 18 156
+0.1 n.2 37 193
0.2 0.3 28 221
0.3 0.4 38 259
0.4 0.5 26 285
0.5 0.6 48 333
0.6 0.7 45 378
0.7 0.8 62 440
0.8 0.9 65 505
Bin Running
Kupper Klower Total
Total
0.9 1.0 53 558
1.0 1.1 86 644
1.1 1.2 73 717
1.2 1.3 79 796
1.3 1.4 89 885
1.4 1.5 112 987
1.5 1.6 140 1127
1.6 1.7 130 1257
117 1.8 184 1441
1.8 1.9 186 1627
1.9 2.0 180 1807
2.0 2.1 239 2046
2.1 2.2 229 2275
2.2 2.3 267 2542
2.3 2.4 307 2849
LA 2.5 298 3147
2.5 2.6 388 3535
2.6 2.7 450 3985
2.7 2.8 488 4473
2.8 2.9 517 4990
2.9 3.0 513 5503
3.0 3.1 50 5553
3.1 3.2 17 5570
3.2 3.3 8 5578
3.3 3.4 3 5581
3.4 3.5 3 5584
3.5 3.6 1 5585
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THE LUND - STRASBOURG CATALOGUE OF OPEN CLUSTER DATA
Gaeta LyngA
Lund Observatory, Box 1107, 221 04 Lund, Sweden
I. AIM OF THE CATALOGUE
The intention is to provide a selection of fundamental data values for open
clusters. This has entailed and will continue to entail a critical examination
of the large volume of available information. However, I have considered it
important that such a selection is provided, particularly when specialists of
other fields occasionally need data about cluster properties. Thus the best
available value for each parameter should be presented together with a
reference. Naturally it is important that the catalogue is updated from time
to time Updates are planned to be made by an exchange of entries, so as to
avoid problems with separate supplements.
Il. CONTENTS AND PRINCIPLES FOR INCLUSION
'rhe present edition (April 1980) contains selected angular diameters and
selected information about membership of unusual stars. 'These data have
literature references, the list of unusual stars being compiled by Dr. A.
Feinstein. In the present edition distances are quoted from three different
sources without any priority assigned to the determinations. Cluster ages,
masses and radial velocities are quoted from a compilation by Buscombe, while
the photometric properties are taken from the Basel catalogues, from Buscombe's
compilation and from the Strasbourg - Bochum magnetic tae file. The positions
on the Palomar charts are taken f:u;: ► Dixon's (cf. Dixon, 1976) list of non-
-stellar objects, as are the Trumpler classes. 13oth the Strasbourg - Bochum
file and the open cluster information in Dixon's catalogue are based oil
Prague - Budapest catalogue (Alter et al., 1970).
III. NOMENCLATURE
It is an obvious advantage to have a unique notation for each cluster and
since the International Astronomical Union has adopted certain principles
(IA11, 1980) I have followed those. Accordingly, cacti cluster in the catalogue
has at 'east two notations the first being the IAU number based on R.A. and
Dec. for 1950.0 and tale second being the most commonly used of other notations.
This is taken to be the proper name or the NCC number whenever available. If,
and that goes for most of the clusters, the object also has an OCL number
(Alter et al., 1970), this is entered. However, some clusters have several
more names, a circumstance that can be very frustating and even lead to un-
necessary duplicahion of work. It must be considered important to have access
to a listing of aliases. Such a list will be included i<< the next edition of
the catalogue. In that I shall also enter comments as to whether an entry
should be considered doubtful. A large number of objects referred to as open
clusters ave not physical systems, a very annoying situation. For some of
these, special investigations have shown the lack of main sequence in the
colour - magnitude diagram. Tile alias listing is planned to contain references
to such investigations.
IV. VITAL STATIS'T'ICS
a
Table 1 shows how many data values of various kinds are available in the
present edition of the catalogue of opgn cluster data.
Table 1. Contents of catalogue of open cluster data
Parameter	
Number
	 Number	 Reference Comment
clusters	 entries
IAU number	 1191	 CDs
Sequence and number
	
1191	 Various	 See text about
alias list
OCL number	 1103	 OCL
Equatorial coordinates	 1191	 CDs
Precession	 1191	 Computed	 10 yea r$
Galactic coordinates	 1191	 Computed	 1II, bit
a
Selected angular di.tmPter 987 GLy
Angular diameter 994 B-S
Maximum angular diameter 998 RD
Distance 380 255 B-S
348 WB
208 BC
Unusual	 stars: 93 315 AF
Am 31 70
Ap 23 54
Marginal Am 4 4
Marginal Ap 5 9
Wolf-Rayet 8 10
Of 14 30
Be 46 107
Shell 8 9
Be + shell 0 0
He weak 2 2
He rich 0 0
Cepheids 6 6
Plan. nebulae 1 1
Carbon 3 3
Long period var. 1 1
75 references
139 references
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Table 1. Contents of catalogue of open cluster data (continued)
Numb ar Number
Parameter
clusters entries Reference Comment
6 Scuti 3 6
a Ceti 0 0
R Cor Bor 1 1
Ba II 1 1
U Gem 1 1
Palomar Observatory 726 RD Chart number
Sky Survey Chart coordinates
Position on chart
Trumpler class 985 RT
RD
Total magnitude 470 464 B-S Photographic
278 WB
Colour excess, E B-V 361 205 B-S
348 WB
130 BC
Earliest spectral class 326 322 B-S
130 BC
Bluest colour class 183 BC
Magnitude, brightest star 596 B-S
Radial	 velocity 98 WB
Age 216 WB
Total mass 130 WB
Key to references:
AF	 Communication from Dr. A. Feinstein
BC	 Basel Catalogues:
Becker and Fenkart (1971)
Fenkart and Binggeli (1979)
B--S	 Bochum - Strasbourg magnetic tape catalogue of open clusters
CDS	 Centre Jc Donnees Stellaires, where the cluster numbers are
assigned (cf. IAU, 1980)
CLy	 Selection by present author
OCL	 Alter et al. (1970)
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tx
RD	 Dixon ( 19 76 )
RT	 Trumpler (1930)
WB	 Commun -ation from Dr. W. Buscombe
V. AVAILABILITY
Listings of the catalogue are available from the CVS in Strasbourg under
reference number 7022. The medium may be paper, microfiche or magnetic tape.
In Lund the working file is stored on a magnetic disc, from which smaller
excerpts may be made in exceptional cases. The system of tracers described
earlier (Lyngu and Lundstr8m,1980) is implemented on the Lund file, so that
listings can be made in order of right ascension (1950.0), galactic longitude,
distance, angular diameter or number in sequence.
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Infrared Astronomical Data Base and Catalog of Infrared
Observationst
Marion Schmitz*, Daniel Y. Gezari, Jaylee M. Mead
NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
Abstract
A computer data base of infrared astronomical observations has
been established at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. It
contains a summary of all infrared (lum-1000um) observations of
celestial sources outside the solar system, published in the
major scientific journals since 1960, as well as the contents of
infrared surveys and catalogs. A Catalog of Infrared Observa-
tions (CIO) has been developed from the data base in prirted and
magnetic tape versions. A bibliographic Guide to the Infrared
Astronomical Literature, and an Atlas of Infrared Source Names
and Positions will be published in conjunction with the catalog.
Future plans include development of an interactive data system at
Goddard which will give a user direct access to the computerized
data.
Introduction
The field of infrared astronomy has grown rapidly in the past
two decades. Thousands of new infrareJ sources and source names
have been introduced into the scientific literature. The pro-
fusion of observations has resulted in a mass of information of
great importance which is not readily accessible because it is
distributed throughout the literature and in dozens of special-
ized catalogs. Infrared surveys have clarified this situation
somewhat by providing a homogeneous data set, and by attempting
to identify near infrared sources with stellar objects. However
the majority of published infrared measurements, especially at
longer infrared wavelengths, are not easily accessible and are
rarely available in machine-readable form.
With preparation underway for space missions such as the
Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) and Cosmic Background
Explorer (CORE), the need has arisen for a summary of all
infrared published observations in a single data set which can be
accessed efficiently by source name, position, wavelength, or
other parameters. The development of expanded infrared
observatory facilities, including the NASA Infrared Telescope
Facility (IRTF) at Mauna Kea, stimulates similar requirement for
,;round-based astronomers. The Infrared Astronomical Data Base
tPresented at the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation
Engineers Technical Symposium East 1 81, April 20-24, 1981,
Washington, D.C.
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and its principal data product, the Catalog of Infrared Observa-
tions (CIO), are designed to assemble in one machine-readable
data file all infrared observations in the astronomical litera-
ture, so that the researcher can easily determine the extent of
current infrared observations, the position and strength of a
source at a particular wavelength, where the observations have
been published, and by whom. To clarify the nomenclature
problem, an Atlas of Infrared Source Names and Positions has been
developed, and a complete bibliographic Guide to the Infrared
Astronomical Literature is provided to help the user focus his
library search.
Infrared Data Base and Literature Search
The Infrared Astronomical Data Base is located at NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center (GSFC). It represents a machine-readable
library of infrared (1vm to 1000um) observational data published
in the relevant scientific literature for celestial sources out-
side the solar system. Catalogs derived from the data base will
be published periodically for distribution to interested
researchers. To date, over 1100 ,journal articles and 10 major
survey catalogs have been included in this data set, which
contains about 70,000 individual observations of 10,000 different
infrarad sources. Of these, about 8,000 sources have been
identified with visible objects and 2,000 do not have known
visual counterparts.
The Infrared Astronomical Data Base has been constructed
through an extensive search of the appropriate Scientific
journals and published infrared survey catalogs. This material
has been cross-checked with the NASA/GSFC library RECON computer
system and the Astronomy and Astrophysics Abstracts under
applicable keywords. Table 1 shows the current status of the
infrared literature search, which presently covers 20 scientific
,journals for the years 1976-1979 and for several of the most
popular journals from 1979-1966. It is expected that completion
of the literature search for the present journals as far back as
1960 will increase the number of observations in the data base by
about 15%. The data base uses the NASA/GSFC IBM S-360/75 and
S-360/91 computers. A magnetic tape library contains all of the
observational data, bibliographic reference information, object
name aliases, and star catalog listings (for supplementary
position determinations). FORTRAN language programs needed to
access and process the data are stored on disk. Computer print-
outs and a file of photocopies of journal articles are also part
of the data base. A flow diagram of the operational configura-
tion of the data base is shown in Figure 1. The format of the
current data base is designed to facilitate the data acquisition
and verification process, and provides a vehicle for development
of future improvements, such as on-line queries of the data.
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The primary data structure is the "master entry", which
consists of an ordered set of data fields. These include the
"object position" field (which is the primary key for data
searches), the "bibliographic reference number" fie'd (which may
be common to several master entries), and the "object name" field
(which acts as a key to locate a corresponding "atlas" entry).
The "atlas" entry contains the position corresponding to each
object name, as well as a list of alternate names or aliases.
When no position information is available for an object name, the
atlas indexes the name to another catalog object name or alias
entry where the position can be found.
In the current system, two access modes are available. First,
a request for a particular position can be used to locate a
particular "master entry". Second, a request for an "object
name" can be used to locate the atlas entry which contains
Position information necessary for retrieval of the master entry.
Therefore, the atlas entries can be used as an inverted index to
the master entries. It should be nc •,ted that the data base scheme
allows redundant information to e y ,,A . This redundancy is
permitted so that the data can be analyzed and selected as
appropriate for each data product.
	
CATALOGS	 PRINTED
OF	 INFRARED
	
INFRARED	 CATALOG
. OBJECTS
	
PUBLISHEDINFRARED	 SORT	 INFRARED
INFRARED	 SOURCE	 AND MERGE	 CATALOG
OBSERVATIONS	 DATA	 DATA	 TAPE
 1)BASE
	
INFRARM	 REOUESTED
	
SOURCE	 OBSERVING
	
DATA BASE	 AIDSBACKUP
Figure 1. Flow chart of Infrared Catalog and Data Base
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Catalog of Infrared Observations
The first product of the infrared data base was the Merged
Infrared Catalogue (MIRC) (Schmitz et al. 1978), a compilation of
five other infrared catalogs (Two-Micron Sky Survey (Neugebauer
and Leighton 1969), Observations of Infrared Radiation from Cool
Stars (Gillett et al. 1971), Air Force Geophysics Laboratory Four
Color Infrared Sky Survey (Price and Walker 1976) and AFGL
Supplemental Catalog (Price 1977), and a Catalog of 10um
Celestial Objects (Hall 1974)). The 13,588 observations in the
MIRC from 2.2um to 27.4um are listed in both magnitude and flux
units. The next catalog produced will be the Catalog of Infrared
Observations (CIO), which contains all of the observational
infrared data published in the astronomical literature, in
addition to the contents of the MIRC. The CIO (Figure 2) con-
tains the following information, as given in the original
published reference:
SOURCE NAME
SOURCE POSITION (right ascension and declination at epoch
1950.0)
BEAM SIZE (or cperture)
WAVELENGTH OF OBSERVATION (microns)
INFRARED FLUX (units given in the original reference)
BIBLIOGRAPHIC REFERENCE NUMBER (of the original reference)
POSITION REFERENCE NUMBER (if source position was not given in
original reference)
COMMENTS (observational details and object identifications)
If the position of the infrared source is not explicitly given
in the original reference, the position was obtained by the
editors from other references. Most supplemental stellar
positions were obtained from the 1976 version of the Catalogue of
Stellar Identifications (CSI) (Jung and Bischoff 1971). Other
major catalogs used for obtaining supplemental positions include
the Revised New General Catalogue (RNGC) (Sulentic and Tifft
1973), the General Catalogue of Variable Stars (GCVS) (Kukarkin
et al. 1969), the Master List of Radio Sources (RA42)(Dixon
1976), the Two Micron Sky Survey (IRC), the Catalogue of Galactic
Planetary Nebulae (P-K) (Perek and Kohoutek 1967), and the Index
Catalogue (IC) (Dreyer 1995). If the position was determined by
the editors, the positional reference column of the CIO contains
the term "ED". This column is left blank if the position was
given in the original reference. When the position was obtained
from another publication contained in the infrared data base, the
six-digit bibliographic reference number is given. 	 Positions in
the CIO are given at epoch 1950.0. The beam size (or aperture)
is presented as given in the original reference in degrees (D),
arc minutes (M), or arc seconds (S). The beam size column of the
CIO contains a dash if no aperture information is given in the
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original reference. The beam size is useful in conjunction with
observations listed, as an indication of positional accuracy, and
as an aid in determining positional coincidences with other
sources. The CIO lists the wavelength of each observation in
microns, followed in parentheses by the observed flux at that
wavelength in units as given in the original reference. To
preserve the integrity of the data, no attempt has been made to
convert the different systems into a standard set of intensity
units.
The CIO contains additional comments on observational data
lnclu,f i ng spectroscopic information, indicated by the starting
and end i.i q wavelengths of the spectrum. A catalog entry which
only contains spectroscopic data has the letter "S" in the "units
of flux" field. A similar scheme is used for source diameter
measurements. For polarimetry, only the wavelengths of observa-
tion are given, not the angles or magnitudes of the polarization.
Upper limit measurements are indicated by the letter "U" in the
"units of flux" field, with the units of flux specified in the
comment field. Source diameters, detector, and telescope data
are not included in the present version of the CIO. This infor-
mation must be obtained by the user from the original references
using the bibliographic reference number and the Guide to the
Infrared Astronomical Literature.
Bibliographic Guide and Atlas of Names and Positions
The Guide to the Infrared Astronomical Literature (Figure 3),
included as an appendix to the CIO, indexes the catalog entries
to the original references and provides a complete bibliography
of the published infrared astronomical literature. The 1,100
infrared journal articles and catalogs are listed in this
appendix, with 49 additional references used for position
determinations or other data. The bibliographic Guide is
arranged chronologically by reference number (which contains the
year and month of publication) followed by the authors' last
na .s and initials, ,journal name or document number, volume, page
number, and full title of the reference. The bibliography is
also listed alphabetically by author.
The Atlas of Infrared Source Names and Positions (Figure 4) is
a cross-index of object names, positions, name aliases, and
identifications made in the literature or other catalogs. The
Atlas is used for locating a source in the CIO by name rather
than position, and for identifying observations of the same
source which are listed in the catalog under different names.
The Atlas is sorted alphabetically by all of the infrared source
names in the CIO. The major catalogs included in the Atlas are
the Two-Micron Sky Survey (IRC), the Air Force Geophysics
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a
Laboratory Four Color Infrared Sky Survey (AFGL) and Supplement
(AFGL), the Henry Draper (HD) (Cannon and Pickering 1918)
catalog, the Durchmusterung (DM) catalogs, including the Bonner
(BD) (Argelander 1859), Cordoba (CD) (Thorne 1892), and Cape
Photographic Durchmusterung (CPD) (Gill and Kapteyn 1896), and
the Yale Bright Star Catalogue (BS) (Hoffle..*• 1964). Entries
from over 100 catalogs are contained in the Atlas of Infrared
Source Names and Positions.
Development of the Data Base and Catalogs
Concurrent with the completion of the literature search as far
back as 1960 and the expansion of the data base, several improve-
ments in the data base development program are planned. A
Positional coincidence analysis will be performed to determine
which of the observations overlap in the sky. Two-dimensional
graphical displays of the infrared data will be generated as
overlays for photographic sky surveys. An attempt may be made to
red-ice the infrared fluxes to a standard system of units. A
user-inter gctive data terminal system will be implemented at
Goddard Space Flight Center to give individuals direct access to
the computer data base. Results of these efforts may be combined
to produce a homogeneous infrared sky catalog of standard source
names, positions, and intensities.
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THREE SHORT NOTES ON THE
AIR FORCE GEOPHYSICS LABORATORY (AFGL) CATALOGUE
T.A. Nagyt , R.S. Hill t and J.M. Mead*
The following notes refer to data in or related to the AFGL Four-Color
Infrared Sky Survey (S.D. Price and R.G. Walker 1976, AFGL-TR-76-0208).
Saturated AFGL sources: Several of the sources in the AFGL are in saturation,
wHich means that a 	 of the individual measurements in the given band were
saturated. For these sources the given values represent lower limit magni-
tudes. There are 11, 5 and 6 saturated sources in the 4-, 11- and 20-micron
bands, respectively. A summary table of these saturated magnitudes (only)
is given in Table 1 along with the identifiers from the AFGL, the Two-Micron
Sky Survey (G. Neugebauer and R.B. Leighton 1969, NASA SP-3047) and the Cata-
logue of Bright Stars (YBS -0. Hoffleit 1964, Third Revised Edition, Yale
University Observatory, New Haven, Connecticut). An "N" in the extended-object
(EO) column identifies the object as having "significant annular extent with
respect to the subtense of the detector".
Du licate identifiers: Two of the AFGL sources (#1355 and #4094) are idt
tifled 	 the same two-micron source (040206).  The great circle arc
distances between these sources are as follows:
Great Circle Arc Distance
IR Pair	 (arc seconds)
	+40206-1355	 98
	
+40206-4094	 423
	
1355-4094	 363
Neither AFGL 1355 nor 4094 sources are designated as extended objects in the
catalogue.
Other identifier correlations: The AFGL catalogue lists the two-micron (2µ)
identification	 correlation with the AFGL sources. The 20 Catalogue gives
the Yale Bright Star Catalogue (YBS) number. For the merge of these two data
sets, Table 2 presents the correlation matrix for these three identifiers.
With three possible identifications there are eight possible combinations.
Table 2 is an explicit breakdown of these eight combinations. An "X" in a
column means that the identification is present and a dash ("-") means that
it is not. For example, 2942 entries have only a 2p ID but 1058 have both
2u and AFGL IDs but not a YBS ID. The tota l, for the 2u is 5613 because of
the duplicate identifier problem mentioned above.
tSystems and Applied Sciences Corp. 	 *NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center
5809 Annapolis Road, Suite 200	 Code 680
Hyattsville, Maryland 20784	 Greenbelt, Maryland 20771
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Table 1. Saturated AFGL Sources
AFGL N
WAVELENGTH (microns)
2v# YBS O'	 ER EO4 11 20
186 -5.0 70021 -- DO 24161 --
4015 0.6 -- -- -- --
318 -3.9 00030 681 o Cet --
779 -5.1 -7.3 -10093 -- M42 X
836 -3.6 10100 2061 a Ori
1071 0.8 -- -- -- --
1109 1.4 50178 -- DO 31504 --
1150 0.1 30190 2905 v Gem --
1381 -6.1 -8.6 10216 -- CW Leo X
4107 -8.0 -- -- RCW 49 X
4114 -6.9 -8.2 -- 4210 n Car X
4126 -8.2 -- -- NGC 3603 --
1650 -3.9 -30207 I	 -- W Hya --
1863 -3.6 -30265 6134 a Sco --
1874 1.1 -10344 -- GC 22375 --
1947 -3.7 10324 6406 a 1 Her --
2077 -0.9 40312 -- V529 He --
2124 -5.7 -20466 -- M17 X
2192 1.3 -- -- -' --
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Table 2. Cross Correlation Identifier Matrix
Identification
2u	 AFGL
	
YBS
	
Counts
0
X
	
2942
X
	 685
X
	
X
	 1058
X
	 0
X
	
X
	 1027
X
	
X
	
34
X
	
X.	 X
	 586
Totals
	
5613
	
2363
	 1647	 6332
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REVISED MAGNETIC TAPE OF THE N30 CATALOG
OF 5,268 STANDARD STARS
W. H. Warren Jr.
National Space Science Data Center/GSFC
A revised magnetic tape of the N30 catalog (Morgan 1952) has been prepared at
the Astronomical Data Center. The machine-readable version of the catalog was
received from the Contra de Donnesa Stellaires, Strasbourg but was punched
originally at thm U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington, DC. The modifications
were undertaken in order to make the data records more compatible with those of
other similar catalogs and to computerize and add a remarks file containing the
footnotes included in the published catalog. The following modifications were
made:
1. All leading zeroes in the data fields were eliminated (replaced by blanks).
2. All northern Durchmusterung designations, which contained zeroes for the
zone sign, were changed to include the plus sign. Since the minus signs
were already present for the southern zones, all DM numbers are now uniform
in format.
3. The GC numbers and secular variations in a and d, given as zeroes if not
present, were converted to blank fields.
4. Changes were made to certain spectral-type fields to eliminate the need
for special codes and to clarify the types:
(a) Peculiar and emission symbols (p, e) were changed to lower case Tatters
to conform to standard usage and to the capabilities of current
alphantuneric processors.
(b) Composite spectra are indicated by two spectral types which run
together in the 4-byte field. Types: of the form KOA were changed to the
form KO+A.
(,) Peculiar HD 0-star types were decoded by replacing 01 with Ob, 03 with
Od, 04 with Oe5 and OOP with Oa P.
S. Plus signs were added to the first byte of each positive declination field
to make all fields uniform.
The notes file was created by keying the footnotes directly to a disk data set
and transferring to magnetic tape after verification. Checks were made to
ensure that all records containing a notes flag have corresponding notes and
vice versa.
A sample listing of data records exactly as they appear on the tape files is
given in Figure 1.
REFERENCE
Morgan, H.R. (1952). Catalog of 5,288 Standard Stars for the Equinox and Epoch
1950.0 Based on the Normal System N30, Astron• Papers Amer. Ephemeris 13,
Part III.
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POSITIONAL CORRELATION OF THE TWO-MICRON SKY SURVEY AND
SMITgSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY CATALOGUE SOURCES
T. A. Nagy* and R. S. Hill*
The positional correlation of two lists of astronomical sources, done either manually or
by computer, can be a very time-consuming process if efficient search techniques are not
utilized. Since this is a recognized problem for a number of applications, a method has
been designed and coded to rapidly process even large lists. The MATCH Program (Hill
and Nagy 1981) is written mainly in the Fortran language but the efficiency of the
program relies on some installation-specific utilities and software available on the
NASA/GSFC computers.
The MATCH Progam has been utilized to identify the closest Smithsonian Astrophysical
Observatory (SAO, Haramundanis 1966) star to each Two-Micron Sky Survey (Neugebauer
ai-A Leighton 1969) object. The resultant data set consists of the full entry from each of
the two original catalogues. Two by-products of this data set are in preparation. The
first will consist of an identifier cross index and the other will be a list of possible errata
from each of the two lists. This latter list was generated as a result of comparing a
common datum in the two input catalogues, i.e., the Durchmusterung number. The
resolution of the discrepant entries (Hill 1981) may result in the correction of one or both
of the subject catalogues.
REFERENCES
Haramundanis, K. L. 1966, "Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory Catalog",
Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.
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SEARCH CAPABILITIES FOR THE CATALOG
OF STELLAR rDBNTZFICATIONS, EDITION 1979
W. H. Warren Jr. and W. T. Sheridan
National Space Science Data Center/GSF'C
I. INTRODUCTION
The Catalog of Stellar Identifications (CSI) provides cross references
for star numbers in approximately 30 different catalogs and is the
fundamental file of the stellar data base at the Centre de Dnnndes
Stellaires, Strasbourg (Ochsenbein et al.1981 and references therein). The
current version of the CSI contains 434,928 stars and is the largest
reliable machine-readable catalog. The data contained in the catalog allow
not only searches for optical objects in a given region of the celestial
sphere, but alas make retrieval of specific data from any included catalog
possible via individual data fields containing original catalog numbers.
Specific data retrieval is accomplished by selecting, for each input star,
only those records containing data in previously specified catalogs. The
corresponding required data are then retrieved by using each newly created
data set as input to a program to search the appropriate source catalogs.
Three versions of the CSI are currently available at the Astronomical
Data Center: (1) a binary version containing a uniform format and unique
data fields for each catalog connected to the CSII (2) a character coded
version containing identical basic data such as Durchmusterung (DM) and
Henry Draper (HD) numbers, magnitudes, spectral types, and equatorial and
Galactic coordinates, but with decoded catalog cross-identification
numbers for only the catalogs including a givin star, ands (3) a character coded
version sorted by right ascension (the original catalog order is by zones as in
the DM and AGK3 catalogs).
Computer programs have been developed to search the right ascension
ordered, character coded version by position and the binary zone ordered version
by DM number. This paper describes the two search procedures and gives examples
of the output obtained. The positional search is discussed in section III
section III describes the search of the uniformly formatted tape by DM number,
plus the creation of individual data sets for further searching of the source
catalogs. Future developments are discussed in section IV.
II. THE SEARCH BY POSITION
A frequent and useful application of machine-readable astronomical catalogs
is to locate all objects within given positional boundaries on the celestial
sphere. This search mode is often used to select possible optical
114
identifications for objects detected at ultraviolet, infrared or radio
wavelengths, or to select stars in the region of a cluster. The search program
for the CSI accepts as inrut lower and upper boundaries in right ascension and
declination and retrieves all catalog objects within the defined area. In
addition to printing all catalog information for the stars selected, a
description of the data, plus definitions and bibltographical information for
all CGI abbreviations used are printed on two header pages. Multiple regions
can bs processed simultaneou. . but their right ascension boundaries cannot
overlap because the program cu. 	 • ly operates in a sequential search mode using
the right ascension ordered data 	 Processing time is minimized by giving
the program a starting record number for the search to begin if the first region
starts at greater than 0 hours RA. Tits program+ also provides punched, tape or
disk output if further searching of source catalogs is desired.
Sample output from the positional search program is shown in Figure 1 for
small regions near the a Persei and Pleiades clusters.
III. THE SEARCH BY CATALOG NUMBER AND SOURCE DATA RETRIEVAL
The most important application of computerized astronomical catalogs is the
automatic retrieval of cross identifications and various kinds of data for
specific objects. This problem is complicated by the fact that different source
catalogs list objects by various designations and numbering systems, or order
their entries by coordinates with only free field (non-uniform) object
identifications. The CSI solves the problem in principle by providing the cross
references necessary to enter the source catalog for data retrieval, although
the complete solution remains far from trivial since it is still necessary to
order the source catalogs correctly and to actually search th+m for the data
desired. The ideal software retrieval system would allow the aser to specify
any designation for an object and be able to retrieve all corresponding
identifications plus source data from any catalog specified. The second search
program described here partially solves the source data retrieval problem by
using a CSI search by certain designations to retrieve aVernate and
source-catalog identifications for the same objects. Th s search is conducted
with the binary version of the CSI, since a uniform format is necessary to
examine the defined fields of specified catalogs for object inclusion. Two
programs allow searches by either DM or HD number and retrieve all other CSI
data for the objects found. The main program (DM search) also Accepts a coded
list of source catalogs from which data are desired. As each object is located
in the CSI, all designated source-catalog identifiers are examined for
inclusion. If a particular object is present in one or more of the preselected
catalogs, a corresponding entry containing the source catalogs, DM and HD
designations is written to a disk file for that catalog. In other words, each
source catalog specified results in the creation of a separate d.	 file. Only
records having an entry (non-zero field) for a designated source catalog arcs
written to that catalog's disk file. The individual data sets can then be used
by subsequent programs to retrieve the data desired.
Even limiting oneself to DM and HD numbers, a complication arose due to the
possibility of multiple DM numbers for stars in the -1° to -2 0 zones and south
of -18" declination, where the same star may have 6u (donrer Durchmusterung), SD
(Southern DM;, CD (Cordoba DM), and/or CPD (Cape Photographic DM) designations,
depending on the zones involved. Fortunately, this difficulty was foreseen and
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largely accounted for by the presence of an alternate DM field in the CSI format
(although there is still a problem in the -22 0 and -230 zones where it is
possible to have three DM numbers corresponding to the same object). 7b avoid
missing objects for which an alternate DM number has been specified, both
primary and alternate DM fields are examined.
Printed output from the search currently consists of complete records for
all objects found (including the zero fields for catalogs not containing an
object), but we intend to eventually eliminate zero fields from the output.
Also included are all components of multiple systems having the same DM number.
Of course, the more important output consists of the individual data sets
created for specified source catalogs, as described above.
A sample listing of the printed output is shown in Figure 2.
IV. FUTURE WORK
As mentioned briefly in Section III, the ultimate goal of our retrieval
software is the extraction of all source data for specified objects identified
by any of their various designations. At present, the retrieval programs
described here perform sequential searches using data files resident on magnetic
tape. As a first step toward the above goal, we intend to create a compressed
oinary file residing on a direct access device so that searches can be performed
via remote terminals. Such a system is currently operative for the
Bibliographical Star Index (Ochsenbein and Spite 1979 and refere:1ces therein) on
the S/360 computers at GSFC (Mead et al. 	 1981). Further developments
include the creation of an on-line inverted file of the CSI in order to provide
access to all cross designations, and additional programs to use extracted
designations to retrieve source data from the catalogs connected to the CSI.
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CSI 'VTATISTICS: BLUE MAGNITUDE VERSUS SPECTRAL TYPE
T. A. Nagy*, R. S. Hill* and J. Nl. Mead+
The Catalogue of Stellar Identifications (CSO, which is a major effort in the realm of the
cross identification of star catalogue information, has been described in detail by the
principal contributors to this effort (Ochsenbein et al. 1977). The CSI has been released
in updated form several times over the past years. The data in this paper have been
prepared from the version that was released in 1976 and contains a total of 430,8,24
records.
The CSI is commonly considered as the most compete data set of stellar sources. As
such, the distribution of these sources as a function of their basic astrophysical
parameters, such as spectral type and magnitude, is then of general interest to potential
users of the catalogue. In addition, this type of E::formation can !.' ,e used to identify
regions of sparse data and to compare versions of the CSI.
A two-dimensional distribution (blue magnitude (m B) vs. spectral type) of CSI sources is
given in Table 1. The first (brightest) blue magnitude bin is for all sources brighter than
0.5 magnitudes and the last bin is for all sources fainter than 14.5 magnitudes. Initially,
the mB data field was blank because no value was available; therefore blank fields were
replaced with 99.9 when the binary data tape was converted to an EBCDIC version "Ai
GSFC. Thus, all of the entries with a value of 99.9 are included in the last (faintest) mB
bin.
We acknowledge the very exceting and careful work on Table 1 by Mrs. Priscilla
Struthers in the computation of the totals, and the precise typing by Mrs. Margaret
Smith.
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Table 1. Blue Magnitude Versus Spectral Type
Distribution of the Catalogue of Stellar
Identifications. The spectral types are in
alphabetical -numerical order. The first
three columns represent three different
spectral type codes from the machine-
readable version which are printed as
blanks. There are 16 pages to the
matrix. The column totals are given at
the botttom of each column, and the
complete row and column Otals are give,,
on the last page.
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ADC Bull. (July 1981) 1, 139-145
NEW AND REVISED CATALOGUES AVAII
ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTEn ^nu^.^
W. H. Warren Jr.*, T. A. Nagy +, and R. S. dill+
Astronomical catalogues and data sets recently received and/or modified are described
briefly. The code numbers given below are those given in the Status Report in this
volume of the ADC Bulletin. The first page of the Status Report explains the categories
(numbers 1 -8 given as Roman numbers I-VIII). This numbering system is based on the
scheme initiated by the Centre de Donn ges Stellaires (CDS) in Strasbourg, France.
1/713 / Catalog of 5,268 Standard Stars for the Equinox and Epoch 1950 .0 Based
on the Normal System N30 (H. R. Morgan 1952, Astron. Papers Amer.
Ephemeris 13, Part III)
The catalogue has been modified and the footnotes in the published
version have been computerized on a separate file. The revised version
is available on microfiche also.
1/861/	 AGK3 Catalogue (Heidelberg 1975)
The catalogue has been updated with the correction of several recently
discovered errors. It is also available in a version sorted by right
ascension (1/913/).
1/911; Jet Propulsion Laboratory Long Ephemeris Tape of Planetary and Lunar
Ephemerides for the Years 1410 BC to 3003 AD (X. X. Newhall 1976, Jet
Propulsion Laboratory)
The tape contains Chebyshev polynomial expansion data for the
computation of ephemerides. The ADC tape is a 6250 bpi, IBM binary
VBS formatted tape and must be converted for use on other systems. A
program is available for reading the tape and interpolating to obtain
ephemerides for desired times.
1/912/ AGK3R Catalogue: Observational Catalogue of 21499 Northern
Reference Stars; Mean Positions and Proper Motions for 20194 AGK3R
Stars (Scott and Smith 1967, Conf. on Photographic and Astrometric
Techniques, Ed. H. Eichhorn, Univ. South Florida, Tampa, p. 181).
The tape was kindly supplied by Dr. T. E. Corbin. Logical records were
modified by removing blank-filled fields only. The machine-readable
catalogue is in good shape, but has not been documented yet.
2/707 / 	 The UBVRIJKLMNH Photoelectric Photometric Catalogue (Morel, M.
and Magnenat, P. 1978, Astonomy and Astrophysics Supplement, 34, 471)
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The initial tape was received from the CDS and a few modifications
were made to facilitate use of the catalogues blank fields were nines
filled, the number of measurements field was converted to an all
numerical field, and some statistics as a function of source catalogue
were computed and are described in the document that has been
prepared.
2/752/
	13-Color Photometry of 1380 Bright Stars (H. L. Johnson and R. I.
Mitchell 1975, Rev. Mex. Astron. Astrof., 1, 299)
Catalogue has been modified by updating and homogenizing the spectral
types. It is also available on microfiche.
2/859/ The Catalogue of Stellar Ultraviolet Fluxes (Thompson, G. I., Nandy, K.,
Jamar, C., Monfils, A., Houziaux, L., Carnochan, D. J., and Wilson, R,,
The Science Research Council, 1978)
The catalogue as received from Dr. Thompson was modified to change
the five standard-error values which were initially asterisk-filled with a
value of 99 .99. In addition, statistics for the entries wt ich have no valid
data for the star and those that have small negative flux values are
presented as a function of wavelength in the document which has been
prepared.
2/901/ Photoelectric uvby Photometry for 1217 Stars Brighter than V = 6.5
Magnitudes (Stromgren, B. and Perry, C. 1962, unpublished, Institute for
Advanced Study, Peinceton, New Jersey)
This catalogue was made machine readable at NASA /GSFC in the early
1970s, and some additonal information from the Yale Bright Star
Catalogue has been added to the initial information. The document
describing this version of the machine-readable catalogue is now
available.
2/902/ 	 OAO-2 Ultraviolet Photometry (Code, A. D. and Meade, M. R. 1978, Ap.
J. Suppi. 39, 195; Meade, M. R. and Code, A. D. 1980, Ap. J. Suppl. 42,
283)
The tape was kindly supplied by the authors. It has been converted from
print to catalogue form to facilitate computer usage.
2/903/
	The Catalog of Non-Solar X-Ray Meesurements (Arens, J. and
Rothschild, R. 1975 NASA/GSFC X-661-75-230)
The catalogue as received from Dr. Rothschild required a large core
program in order to process the data as stored in coded, compressed card
images. This initial data set has been modified so that each quantity has
its own set of bytes for ease of data retrieval. A document which
describes this version of the catalogue has now been prepared.
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2/905/	 The Interim Equatorial Infrared Catalogue, Number i (Sweeney, L. H.,
Heinsheimer, T. F., Yates, F. F., Maran, S. P.; Lesh, J. R. and Nagy, T.
A. 1978, Aerospace Report No. TR-0078 (3409-20)-1)
This catalogue was received from Mr. L. Sweeney of the Aerospace
Corporation who prepared the catalogue from processing of data from a
USAF satellite at 2.7 microns. The document which describes this
catalogue has now been prepared.
2/906/ Far Infrared List is a summary list of published University College
London (UCL) 40-350 microns observations, excluding the galactic
center and upper limits. The list was compiled by Dr. J. Emerson (Queen
Mary College, University of London) as part of his Ph. D. Thesis. Dr.
Emerson has provided us with the list but has asked that we do not
distribute it. A document which desciibes the list has been prepared.
2/911/	 Table 1 from the Catalogue of Stars Suspected of Variability (Kukarkin,
B. V., Kholopov, P. N., Efremov, Y. N. and Kurochkin, N. E. 1951,
Astronon ical Council of the Academy of Sciences in the USSR) and from
the Second Catalogue of Stars Suspected of Variability (1965, ibid.)
The data in this catalogue were received from the CDS on two files of a
magnetic tape. A great deal of manipulation of these data was done to
present the catalogue as described in the document which is now
available.
2/912/	 Tabl,. 2 from the same sources as described for 2/911/ above
3/817/ Catalogue: of Early-Type Stars Whose Spectra Have Shown Emission
Lines (Wackerling, L. R. 1970, Memoirs of the Royal Astronomical
Society, 73, 153)
This catalogue was received from the . author in the early 1970s. Details
of the modifications (as a function of format conversions from the initial
7-track version to the current 9-track tape ver y. its n), and the c ,)rrections
to the catalogue are described in the documert which is now available.
3/736 /	 General Catalogue of Cool Carbon Stara (Stephenson, C. B. 1973,
Publications of the Warner and Swasey Observatory, .1, No. 4)
The magnetic tape version of this catalogue was received from the CDS
in 1979. A number of modifications were made to this version such as
reformatting the data to incorporate data on the continuation records
(83 of these) into the main data record so that there is only one record
per star in the new version of the catalogue. Some of the <jata not
included in the CDS version have been added to make the catalogue as
complete as possible. A full description of the modifications to the
initial magnetic-tape version is given in the documentation which is now
available.
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3/739/ Ultraviolet Bright Star Spectrophotome trio Catalogue (Jamar, C.,
Macau-Hercot D., Monfils, A., Thompson, G. 1., Houziaux, L. and Wilson,
R. 1978, ESA SR-27)
The initial machine-readable version of this catalogue was received from
the CDS in 1979. This version has been modified in quite a few areas.
Each data record had each of the 61 wavelengths explicitly= these have
been removed since they are easily reproduced and shorten the logicni
record length by 244 bytes. Another 183 bytes were vemoved by
changing the flux unit that was used so that the exponential power need
not be retained on the tape. The major modification to the tape was the
addition of the entire set of primary data from the published catalogue.
This addition is important for the users of this catalogue since this
information ties the catalogue to other catalogue information on the
given stars. All of the changes to the tape are described in detail in the
document which is now available.
3/848/	 Catalog of Spectrophotometric Scans of Stars (Breger, hl. 1976, Ap. J.
Supp., 3 & 7)
The original data for this catalogue were received from Dr. S. Parsons
(Univ. of Texas) in 1976. In addition, the analysis program was sent by
Dr. Parsons. The analysis program was modified to run on the
NASA/GSFC computer and the catalogue was generated from the
computer output. Two indices were prepared for this catalogue to aid
the user to identify v given entry easily. These indices and a description
of the modifications to the analysis program and the resultant catalogue
are given in the document which is now available.
3/851/ Michigan Catalogue of Two-Dimensional Spectral Types for the HD
Stars, Volume 2 (zones -52 0 to -400) (Houk, N. 1978, University
Michigan)
The record format has been modified slightly to render it more uniform
for computer processing. The remarks file has been charged to contain
one remark per logical record.
3/905/ White Dwarfs (Luyten, W. J. 1970, Minneapolis: University of
Minnesota) and White Dwarfs 11 (Luyten, W. J. 1977, Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota)
All of the data in both of the white dwarf catalogues by Luyten have
been keypunched at NASA/GSFC. The format was designed so that this
catalogue is then the right ascension merge of the two catalogues. A
byte has been reserved with the value of one or two so that either
catalogue can be extracted easily. A detailed description of this
catalogue is available in the document for the machine-readable
catalogue.
3/914/	 Absolute Calibration of Stellar Spectrophotometry (Johnson, H. L. 19800
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Rev. Mex. Astron. Astrof., 5, 25)
The catalogue was prepared at the ADC, but has not been documented
yet.
3/916/	 A Catalog of 0.2-A Resolution Far-Ultraviolet Stellar Spectra Meauured
with COPERNICUS (Snow, T. P. and Jenkins, E. B. 1977, Ap. J. Suppl.,
33. 269)
The catalogue was kindly supplied by Dr. E. B. Jenkins in a print format
tape. It has been converted to a .catalog-type format at the ADC.
5/903/	 SKYMAP Catalogue of 248727 Stars, Version 3.0, D. M. Gottlieb and S.
F. McLaughlin (Gottlieb, U. M. 1978, Ap. J. Suppl, 38, 287)
The catalogue is a compendium of data from many different source
catalogues and used the SAO as a seed. A binary version (IBM) is
available with 540-byte records and a character coded version containing
593-byte records has been prepared and documented at t 1he ADC. A
subset of the catalogue is available on microfiche. A software package
is available for data management and processing of the binary version.
The catalogue is expected to be replaced by an updated and corrected
version in September 1981.
5/905/	 Stellar Catalog for Attitude Determination in Space, Version 11.1 (Stein,
W. L. 1980, Naval Surface Weapons Center, Dahlgren, Virginia)
The catalogue was graciously supplied by Dr. Stein and contains accurate
positions, photometry and other data for stars brighter than seventh
magnitude. It is expected that the tape will be replaced by a slightly
revised version in the near future.
6/903/ A Finding List for Observers of Interacting Binary Systems, 5th Edition
(Wood, F. B., Oliver, J. P., F'lorkowski, D. R. and Koch R. H. 1980, Publ.
Department of Aston., University of Florida, Volume I; Publ. Univ.
Pennsylvania, Aston. Sec. Volume XII)
The catalogue is coaitained on five tapes files, but hits not been
thoro:ighly checked or documented yet.
7/903/	 Globule List (Wesselius, P. 1980, unpublished
	
c,. :tie combination of
seven published lists of globules)
This catalogue was received from Dr. P. esselius in 1980. A
sequential number and galactic coordinates were added to each r. neord.
A document which describes the machine-readable version in now
available.
7/904/	 Lists of • Seyfert Galaxies (Weedman, D. W. l P77, Annual Reviews of
Astronomy and Astrophysics, 15, 6i; Weed, —^ V. W. 1978, Monthly
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N;;.;ces of the Royal Astonomical Society, 184, i1P)
The two lists of Seyfert galaxies by Weedman were made machine
readable at NASA/GSFC. The two data tables were made to conform to
a uniform format so that the two lists could be merged. The
bibliographies are also combined and the precision of the equatorial
coordinates is indicated by numerical codes.
7/905/ Second Reference Catalogue of Bright Galaxies We Vaucouleurs, G., de
Vaucouleurs, A. and Corwin, H. G. 1976, University of Texas Press,
Austin)
The machine-readable version of this catalogue was purchased by
NASA/GSFC from the University of Texas in 1980. The only
manipulation of this data set has been to move the sign of the
declination to a single byte (rather than one of two before). A document
has been prepared which describes the machine-readable version of this
catalogue and is available. However, we are not authorized to distribute
the catalogue itself.
7/906/	 List of X-Ray Positions (compiled by Ur. J. Dolan)
This list contains positions of all x-ray sources known more accurately
than those given in the Fourth Uhuru or the Second Ariel catalogues.
This machine-readable list of x-ray positions was received from Dr. J.
Dolan (NASA/GSFC) in 1980. Some minor modifications to the data set
were made and galactic coordinates were computed and added to each
record. A document which describes this data set is available.
7/907/	 Catalog of Galaxy Redshifts (Rood, H. J. unpublished)
The machine-readable version of this catalogue was received from Dr. P.
J. E. Peebles (Princeton University) in 1980. Thf ,
 first record did not
contain equatorial coordinates so they were added and the record moved
to the pt oper postion in the right ascension-ordered catalogue. Some
additional data which were indicated on the printout of the data as
received from Dr. Rood were added. The value of the redshift relative
to the Local Group (V) was included on the printout but not on the tape
so we computed the value and added it to the tape. Approximately 10%
of the entries were found to have a difference of one or two km/sec
between the printout and our computed values. A description of the
modifications to the tape and a description of the final version of the
catalogue is now available.
7/911/	 Master Specialty Catalogue (Nagy, T. A. 1977 unpublished)
Thi Master Specialty Catalogue is the combination of the Revised New
General Catalogue of Non-Stellar Objects (Sulentic, J. W. and Tifft, W.
G. 1973, University of Arizona Press), the Reference Catalogue of
Bright Galaxies (d2 Vaucouleurs, G. and de Vaucouleurs, A. 1964,
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University of Taxes Press) and the Two-Micron Sky Survey (Neugebauer,
G. and Leighton, R. B. 1986 , , California Institute of Technology, NASA
SP-3047) which have all been processed by the Palomar Plate
Assignment Program. The output of the program is a multifile magnetic
tape where each file represents all of the objects which are to be found
on one of the Palomar Sky Survey plate areas (including the Whiteoak
Extension). The tape consists of 1037 files and each file has as the first
record a header record which defines plate specifications as well as the
number of each of the individual catalogue entries for that plate.
7/912/	 Plate Centers of the Emission-Line Survey of the Milky Way
A machine-readable version of the equatorittil coordinates which define
the plate centers of the Emission-Line Survey of the Milky Way has been
prepared. These data are used to process catalogue data as a funut;^n of
plate area.
7/913/	 SAC) Catalog Sorted by Emission-Line Survey Plate Areas
The Palomar Plate Assignment Program was modified to process the
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO) Catalog as a function of
the Emission-Line Aurvey plate areas. '1'h@ individual files (each one
represents it plate area) tire also sorted by magnitude (brightest to
faintest) so that one could choose to plot only the brightest (e. g., 50)
stars.
7/914/
	
	
SAO Catalog Sorted by European Southern Observatory Blue (J) Plate
Areas
The Southern Sky Survey Plate Assignment Program was utilized to
process the Smithsonian Astrophysieni Observatory (SAO) Catalog as a
function of the European Southern Observatory Blue (J) late areas. The
606 individual files (each one represents a plate areal have a header
record followed by the individual catalogue data entries.
7/915/
	
	
CSI Catalogue Sorted by European Southern Observatory Blue (J) Plate
Areas
The Southern Sky Survey Plate Assignment Program was utilized to
process the Catalogue of Stellar Identifications (1976 version, 430824
records) as a function of the European Southern Observatory Blue (41)
plate areas. The 606 individual files (each one represents a plate area)
have a header record followed by the individual catalogue data entries.
Natiopri : pace Science Data Canter 	 +Systems and Applied Sciences Corp.NASA/GS1C Code 601	 6811 Kenilworth Avenue, Suite 500
Greeenbelt, Maryland 20771 	 Riverdale, Maryland 20840
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STATUS REPOT: ON MACHINE-READABLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTER
NASA-GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CB' DER
T. A. NAGY, J. M. MEAD, N. H. WARREN JR*
1 JULY 1981
Cataloques are g roup d and numbs ed in tos f he g r4tsboucg St liarData ente is Du n pp^^r^nq syste vi  a pl1cab^e.	 ^d^tiQ	 o-al bibl^graphical
 informatioD can be ound Ta Re COS cata oque l^st.
Cata 4ques nuebt red 1 700; have been received from t^e COS bit
sods ied, update vi
	 corrections or auppppleaentedd r th adAiitonaldata. If the COS assigms a number to the GSFC version or decidos to
r will bedistr i bute it in place of its ova, then the COS numbe
reassigned to the GSF-C version.
Cataloques numbered o 800s are distinct from the COS versions in thatthey oriqDate fro l
ed.
ndependent sources and/or they have been redone
or extens vely mod^f
Cataloques numbered in 900s have not . jet or are not expected to be
assigned numbers by the Strasbourg Dsta Center.
Status Codes for Cataloques:
A - AvalableR - Basicall y for distributionchecked out on compute , but documentation not yet
completed or some questions remadeck e dnC - .:ataloque on hand, but not ye out by computer
D - Catalogue in preparation,
	
rev	 sion, or update	 (temporarily
una vai lab le)E - Catloque
-
tas been te(, uested
	
bution not yet receivedF	 Ava lable n microft^he v ers
G - Available ^n bQth m. . crofiche	 and microfilm versionsM - Available in microfilm versionR - Catalogue on hand, but we are not authorized to distributeT - Full.
	 documentation available
Status codes foma netc tape, microform and documentation are givenin first, secon^ an^ third columns, repecEiVolY.
NOTE: The machine
i
readable catalogues op this list have bean obtained
rom many dfferent sources and in some cases, have been
modified ( reformatted, reblockea, corrections added, etc.)
at GSFC. In no case, however, has a catalogg a been changedinte Dally with regard to data content. IIndividual sources
are Identified in the documentation pertaininq to each catalogue.
Addresses:
Jaylee M. Mead Laborato y for Astronomy and Solar Ph ysics Code 680,NASA - God3ara Sppace 
PI 
qht Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 26771
Telephone: (301)344-8543.
Theresa A. Nagy, Systems and Applied Sciences Corporation Code 681,
NASA - Goddard Space F.1 ght Center, Greenbelt, Maryland '0771
Telephone: (301)344-7614.
Wayne It. Warren Jr. National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC)
World Data Center A for Rockets and Satellites (!VDC-A R S
	 Code 601,NASA - Joddard S pa ce Flight Center Greenbelt lac land 8171Telephone: ( 301) 344-8310 or 8105; FTS 344 -8316 or 8105; TELEX 89675.
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1 JULY 1981
L	 ASTHUMETRIC DATA:
801 - SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY CA i'ALOG 	 D M T
1
Unit HD AK .) GC NUMBS g A4DED - CHARACTER VERSION)
HARAMUNDANIS 1966) (2589 yy 7 RECORDS)
3 - YALE ZONE CATALOGUES (YZ) 	 B(TRANS. YALE ASTRON. 6S. 11 - 27,30 - 31) (209872 RECORDS)
4 - (ANN. PCAPE OBS., VOLT A 17 G 22) ( ( 68 67 RECORDS)	 B
5	
CATALOGUE OF T 20847 E ^TARS P 19000 (SPENCER AND R JACKSON) E(C- 	 B
6 - CATALOGUE OF 220554 FAINT STARS IN THE ASTROGRAPHIC ZONE B
-40	 DEG. TO -S2	 CEG. FOR THE EQUINOX OF 1900.0	 (CF)(SPENCER 6	 JACKSCN 1939,	 HMSO,	 Landon)
808
1950.0 A M T
^
ECarnegie 2 lnst.
(BOSS
	 1936,
	
ofOVashi ngton)
^33	 4
9 - GESCHICHTE DES FIXSTERNHIMMELS 	 (ZONES 0 DEG TO *50 DEG) B(OBSERVED POSITICNS NOT INCLUDED) 	 ( 169000 RECORDS)
81U - YALE CATALOGUE OF TRIGONOMET f IC PARALLAXES	 (TP) A G
1952
	
1963,	 Yale Un y . Obs.)
1
JENKINS
7330 RECONDSi
11	 - LATALUGUF OF	 PROPER MOTIONS OF 8790 STARS WITH B
REFERENCE TO GALAXIES	 ( KLEMOLA et al.	 1971,	 Publ.	 Lick
Ubs.	 XXII,	 Part	 II)	 ( 12492 RECORDS)
12	 - STERN - KATALOG FUR DIE ZUNE VON -6 DEG. BIS -1U DEG. B F
SUDLICHER DEKLINATION FUR DAS 	 AE UINOKTIUM	 1890
nlcht zur AkacllT E gehor.	 Gelehrter,	 Berli
1907
406. 1.;
1907.
	 I.)	 (10251	 RECORDS)
713	 - CATALOG OF	 5 268 STANDARD STARS BASED ON THE NORMAL A r T
SYSTEM	 N30	 { fi.	 R.	 AORGAN	 1952,	 Astron.	 Pappeers Aver.
RECORDF)Ephemeris	 13,	 Part III)	 ( 5268	 (N30)
14 - PROPER MOTIONS OF	 1160 LATE- TYPE STARS ( FO3H OLSON	 1970, CA&A	 Suppl.	 2,	 69)	 (1160 RECORDS)
15 - FOURTH FUNDAMENTAL KATALOG AND SUPPLEMENT B
AND KOPFF	 196 , Veroff.	 Astron.	 Rechen-Inst.,
A
FRICKE
eidel_ berq,	 No.	 10,11)
i5 - KATALOG VON 3356 SCHWACHEN STERNEN FUR DAS ALQUINOKTIUM C
1950ZONES -5 DEG TO +89 DEG(LARId 1955, Hamburq-Bergedorl Verlaq der Sternrarte)
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1.	 ASTROMETRIL DATA:
21	 C ARTE U C
6IEL 3 AIAL000E ( LACROUTE AND VALBOUSQUET 1974, 	 C
(AC) (OXioR6, ThULOUSE, BORDEAUX, ALGIERS ZONES)
22 - :ART1! ^U CIEL CATALOGUE ( LACROUTE AND VALSOUSQUET 1974,	 CCDS Du 1t 1. 6, 301
(AC) (PARIS ZOU)
23 - CATALOGUE OF ^;OPER MOTIONS FOR 437 A S1 ARS	 C
(F0u11 OLSON 1 0, ACA Suppl. 1, 169)
^n - CATALUGUE DE 0003 ETOILE$ ENTRE 31 ET 40 DECLINAISON	 E
NORD (PRAi;ER 1923, Verotf. Berlin-Dabelsberq 4)
28 - BONN 10 • KATALOG VON 10b63 STERNEN ( K USTNER 1900, Verof.  C
pier Konigl. Sterurartv zu Ronn, No. 10)
31 - BUCHARYST CATALOGUE: CATALOuUE KSZ U I ETOILES FAIDLE., 	 B
POUR 1950.0 D. 1972) ZONES -11 DEC, TO ♦ 11 DEG(3940 RECOR )
32 - .;RIbE4WICH CATALOG OP STARS FOR 1910.0 LONDON 11. M.
	
E
STATIONERY OFF,;CE l y 2uV) ZO`1ES •24 DEG 0 032 6EG
( 11 169 RECORDS)
33 - FIRtiT GREENWICH CATALOG OF STARS Ft , R 1925 . 0 (LONDON 1824) C(2o43 RF.CURDS)
J4 - SL•'COND GREENWICH CATALOG OF STARS FOR 1925.0 2111 	 C
FUNDAMENTAL STARS) ( LONDON 1935) ZONRS •32 DR I TO 064 DEG(10587 STARS)
3!) - SEZUND NINE-YEAR CATALOG OF STARS FOR 1900: ASTROGRAPHIC c:
HEFERrNCE STARS ( LONDON 1909)
( 10127 RECURDS)
36 - CAIAL0,:11F DE 964 FTU LES ZONES +5 DEG TO •15 DFG	 C
(FAYET, Cercle Meriden Ann. Bur. Lung. XIII)
37 - PA1%1S 50: CATALOGUE Of 3997 STARS ( UNPUBLISHED)	 E
ZUN E:; •33 DE:; TO •35 DEG
30 - 'IUKYO MITAKA CATALOGUEOF EQUATORIAL STARS 1950.0 (TRE)	 C
^^1 IH)ECq^
tDA n. Tokyo Astron. Obs. (2) 8, 1)
41 - LUWELL PRUPFR MOTION SURVEY 8991 STARS WITH m > N	 RPC. ? 0.26"/ YEAR IN THE NORTHERN HEMISPHERE (GICLA9 1971,
Lowe ll Ohs . , Fla gsta ft , A?) ( '0384 RECORDS)
,43 - FIRST CATALOGUE CF FUNDAMENTAL STARS S %R TIAGO-PULKOVO	 C(SPIT -1) (112 t) RECORDS) ( TO BE PUBLISHED)
44 - SECOND CATALOGUE OF FUNDAMENTAL STARS SANTIAGO-PULKOVL	 C(SPF-2) (32b • 280 • b2 RECORDS) ( TO BE PUBLISHED)
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I.	 ASTTROMETRIC DATA:
49 DEJA.INEE, UNPUBLISHED) S(28320RHCORDSj 	 (MELCHICR AND C
54 J.5N TANNUALLYF nneapollsjlN:;(LUYTENT1955,+ILundpPress,	 14 8
55 - 3ene CATALOGUE DE TOULOUSE, ZONES •3 TO •12 C
(PALOQUE 1937, Toulouse Ann.	 13)	 (10070 RECORDS)
57 - CATALOGUE DE	 14263 ETOi?,ES:	 CATALOGUE D' ABB.,DIA C
(HENDAYE 1915)	 ZONES ♦ 	 3,	 DEG TO +74 DEG
59 - CATALOGUE OF PROPER MOTIONS OF	 12590	 FAINT STARS IN THE C
•25 To	 -20	 DECLINATION	 ZONE	 (GOREL	 1972
	
Trudy Glay.
Astron.
	
Obs.	 Pulkovo,	 Ser.	 2,	 80,	 5)	 (6295 RECORDS)
BbO - DATA ON TRIGONOMETRIC PARALLAXES WHICH HAVE BEEN USED IN B
THE	 YALE CATALOGUE	 (RIG1{T-HAND PAGES 	 OF TRIG.	 PAR.	 CAT.)
(JENKINS	 1963,
	 Yale	 Univ.	 Obs.)	 (10215 RECORDS)
861 - AGK3 CATALOGUE
	 (FROM HEIDELBERG;	 1975	 Hamburg-
•	 {lull.	 116)
A F T
Der
	
edorf
	
SEE ALSO WARREN	 1978	 CDS	 15,
( 18145	 0	 ORDS)	 (SEE ALSO I/9 1.i/)
bbl
- 
PERT 11	 70,	 POSITIONS OF	 24900	 STAitS	 (P70) A	 T(HO,;	 AND VON
	 DER HEIDE	 197b	 Abh.	 der	 Hamburger
ternwarte	 IX)	 (24978 RE;COWS)
901	 — CURU08A DURCHMUSTERUNG
	 (CD)	 (THOME	 1892-1932, D 3
Resultados	 del Ots.	 Nac.	 Argentino	 16,17,21)
(b1.1951	 RECORDS)
102) - ACCURATE POSITIONS OF 502 STARS IN REGION OF PLETADES A	 T
(FIL11HORN et	 al.	 1970,	 4em.	 RAS 73,	 125)	 (502	 RECORDS)
903 — CAPALOGUE OF STARS IN REGION OF HYADES CLUSTER D
(WARREN	 AND	 DUNHAM	 1976)
9u4 - SMITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBSERVATORY CATALOG A	 T(HARAMUNDANIS	 1966	 (WITH	 11D	 AND GC	 NUMBERS	 ADDED)
UINARY	 VERSION)	 (SAO— BINARY)
9U5 — c:ATALOG OF SUPPLEMENTAL STARS TO THE BONNER
	 A	 T
DURCHMUSTERUNG (WARREN AND KR13SS 1980, ADC Bull. 1, 19)
(838 RECORDS)
906 — BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG (HD) ZUNE:; — 1 TO +19 	 D
907 - BONNER DURCHMUSTERUNG (OD) ZONES +20 TO •40	 G
908 - BONNrR DURCHMUSTERUNG (BD) ZONES +41 TO +89 	 G
909 - ZAPF PHOTOGdAPHIC DURCHMUSTERUNG (CPD)
(GILL AND KAPTEYN 1895-1900, Cape Ann. 3 -5)
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1 JULY 1981
I.	 ASTROMETRIC DATA:
910 - SOUTHERN DURCHMUSTERUNG ( BD SOUTH) ZONES - 2 TO -23(SCHONFELD 1886, Aatcon. Beob. S. Pact IV)
911 - JET PROPULSION LABORATORY LONG EPHEMERIS TAPE Or 	 A
PLANETARY AND LUNAR EPHEMERIDES FOR THE YEARS 1410 BC
ro JD03 AD(NEW!IALL 1976, JET PROPULSION LAB)
912 - AGK311 CATALOGUE: OBSERVATIONAL CATALOGUE OF 21499 	 B
Cont. on PhotoqE rapE hicA An roiot c TecbniqueTNp1y18i,Ed. II. RICHHORN U. South Mlocida TT apa	 ith
POSITIONS AND PAUPER MOTIONS FOR ^Z0114 Aik3R STARS
(PREPARED BY T.E. CORBIN, USNO) ( 21499 • 20194 RECORDS)
913 - AGK3 CATALOGUE ( FROM HEIDELBERG; 1975 hamburg -Becgedorf; A	 T
SEE ALSO WARREN 1978 CDs Bull. 15 1 ib( 183145 RECORDS SORUD BY RIGHT AStENSI^N)
G
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STATUS REPORT ON MACHINE-READABLE ASTRONOAICAL CATALOGUES
1 JULY 1981
IL	 PHOTOMETRIC DATA:
1 - PHUi'ONETRIC F SYSTEM (60PEN66 1976 @ ASA Suppl. 26^ A 275j	 B(4795 RECORDS)
802 - TWU-MICRON SKY SURVEY /l TMSgg	A R T( NEUGEBAUER AND LEIGHT (1N 19 91 ( 5612 RECORDS)
703 - A CATALOGUE OF uvb	 BETA MEASUREMENTS:A 4
A COLLECTION OF PUBLISHED DATA • A CATALOGUE OF WEIGHTED
MEANS ( HAUCK AND MERMILLIOD 19' 5, A&A Suppl. 22, 239)
4 - PHOTOELECTRIC CATALOGUE: MAGNITUDES AND COLORS OF STARS 	 A M
IN THE UBV AND UcBV SYSTEMS
OCHSENBEIN 1974 AGA Suppl. 15 215) ((34807 RECORDS)
IMPROVED VERSIO§ OF II/910/ BELOW) ( U VS)
5 - UBV	 PHOTOMLTRY OF B6IGHT STARS B
(JOHNSON et al.
	
1966, Cossun.
	
LPL 4,	 99,	 cable 9)
o - CELESCOPE CATALOGUE OF ULTRAVIOLET MAGNITUDES C
(DAVIS et al.
	
1973,	 SAO Spec.	 Report	 350)	 (5761 RECORDS)
707 - UBVRIJKLMNH PHOTCELECTRIC PHOTOMETRIC CATALOGUE A R T
MOREL AND	 MAGNENAT	 1978	 AEA	 Su	 '.	 34,	 477)
5943
	
DATA	 RECORDS f 88 AEF.	 REC^^^1S)
B - CATALOGUE OF UVBGRI MEASUREMENTS: CATALOGUE OF B
PUBLISHED DATA;	 CATALOGUE OF	 WEIGHTED MEANS
NLCOLLLER	 AND HAUCK 1978, AEA Suppl.
	
31,	 437)1702	 •	 1297	 RECOR09)
10 - GENERAL CATALOGUE OF VARIABLE	 STARS	 * 2ND ED.	 ( GCVS)
1958	 ( 17945	 RECORDS) B M
I
KUK1khKIN et
	
al.
811SUPERSEDED BY	 BEROW)
811	 - GENERAL CATALOGUE OF VARIABLE STARS
	
PARTIAL 3RD ED. D
)	
((
SSVATSkDC)(22649 K RECORDS)	 (UPDATES A 6 E8EVISIONI D INT RROGR
14 - VBLUY PHOTOELECTRIC PHOTOMETRIC CATALOGUESYSTEM OF
iIALRAVEN	 DATA AND HOMOGENEOUS MEANS)
C
JPUBLISHED
(PYTHON	 19479,	 AEA Suppl.	 38,	 463)	 ( 3132 • 2687 RECORDS)
15 - CATALOGUE OF PHOTOMETRIC MEASUREMENTS IN THE UBVr 20 C
SYSTEM	 ( PUBLISHED DATA AND WEIGHTED MEANS
1
MAGNENI(T	 1973
	
COS Internal Report No.	 6$
418 •	 366	 REC6RCS)
16	 - CATALOGUE DES MESURES PHOTOMETRIQUES DANS LE SYSTEMS C
DE L'OBSERVATOIRE DE VILNIUS: 	 CATALOGUE OF INDIVIDUAL
MEASURES	 CATALOGUE OF AVERAGES;	 REFERENCES
(MAGNENAi	 1974,	 COS Internal Report No. 8) 	 (3105 RECORDS)
17 - CATALOGUE DES MESUBES PHOTOMETRIQUES DANS LE SYSTEME C
DE DAVID DUNLAP CBSEBVATORY: CATALOGUE OF INDIVIDUAL
MEASURES; CATALOGUE OF AVERAGES
	
(RAGNENAT 1974, CDS
Internal Report	 No.	 9)	 (1884 RECORDS)
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11.	 PHOTOMETRIC DATA:
18 - CATALOGUF DES MESURFS PHUTOMETRIQUES CANS LE SYSTEME	 C
j102 65 62) DE EGGEN: CATALOGUE qF INDIVIDUAL MLASURES-
ATAL GU OF AVERAGES ( MAGNENAT 19 4, CDS Interna epo tNo. 7) (1585 RECORDS)
19 - THtURETICAL CCLOURS FOR F AND G DWARFS
	
C
(DELL 1971, MNRAS 154, 343)
^O - THE SeATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF YOUNG STARS IN VELA	 C
G
tPUSITIONAL ((P^^HOTOELECTRC UBV, REDDENING, DISTANCES
( AEN SYELLE I^19T^ y ^16A 5Supp l. S 7, 343)
11 - NARROW - BAND PHOTCMETR; OF LATE -TYPE STARS
	
C
( HAGGK V fST AND OJA 19 0, ASA Suppl. 1, 199) ( 629 STARS)
<< - H-ALP11A PHOTOMETRY OF LATI-T PF STARS 1I. 7 AN p G DWAL'S C
SOUTH OF THE EQUATOR ( PEAT 1966, MNRAS 131, 467)
( 172 RECORDS)
..4 - 41 -ALPHA PHOTOMETRY OF LATF.-TYPE STARS 1. F-, G- AND K- 	 C
TYPE STARS NORTH OF THE EQUATOR
(PEAT 1964, MNRAS 128, 435) ( 594 PECORDS)
15 - 011UTUi`IETRY OF ORANGE -RED Ca-1 TRIPLET IN LATE-TYPE STARS. C
TAB&.E I ( PEAT 1964, MNRAS 128, 475) (296 RECORDS)
CATALOGUE OF EARLY-1YPE STARS MEASURED IN A NARROW-BAND 	 C
PHOTOMETRIC SYSTFM(MORGULEFF AND ::EREALDI 1975, ABA
Su p pl. 19, 389) (1442 RECORDS)
,.7 - ZAIALUGUE OF PHOTCEL6CTRIC PHO'IGMETHIC MEASUREMENTS IN 	 B
THE UcBV SYSTEM ( PU1JLISHED DATA AND WEIGHTED MEANS)
(N1.;OLFT 1975, A A Suppl. 22, 239) (8080 < 7146 RECCiRDS)
d.9 - CATAL O GUE OF UBV PHOTOMETRY AND MK SPECTRAL TYPES IN 	 R
OPE4 CLUSTERS MERMILLIUD 1976, ASA Suppl. 24, 159: CDS
bull. 11, 16)	 13358 H ECORDS)
j:' - u SfAkiS CATALOGUE, 3RD EDITION
	
B
M
Y 1976, AEA Suppl. 26, 273) (3118 RECORDS, 951
AlES)
.f3 - uvbyy BETA PHOTOMETRY FOR BRIGHT U- TO GO-TYPE STARS	 B
SOUT !, OF DECLINATION • 10 DEGhEFS 1 2828 RECORDS)
MEI%GED EDITION OF I i O/ AND II/31/)
RU44C1	 3
H 	 AND OLSEN 1^ 6, 1977, 11 GA Suppl. 25, 213.
)
34 - POLARIZATION CATALOGUE jMATHEMSCN FORD/KLARE NECKEL A:'D	 R cR
KFAUTTER COMBINEC, SEE CDS Bull. 34, 115) (7503 RECORDS)
35 - A GENERAL CATALOGUE OF UDV PHOTCE;LECTRIC PHOTOMETRY	 A "1
I
MERMILLIOD AND NICOLET 1977, AGA Suppl. 29, 259)
MN-UBV) (73091 RFCORDS)
30 - CATALOGUE OF INDIVIDUAL UBV AND uvby-SETA OBSERVATIUNS	 B
IN THE REGION OF THE ORION OB 1 ASSOCIATION
^
WARDEN AND HESSER 1977 Ap.J. Suppl. 34, 115)
1976 RECORDS, 106 UBV §TARS, 508 uvby-Beta STARS ►
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1 JULY 1931
1I.	 PHOTOMETRIC DATA:
37 - CATALOGUE OF UBV q{R DIAGRAMS OY GLOBULAR CLUSTERS	 H
1
PHILIP et al. 1976, Dudley Obt. Report No. 1
40d24 RECORDS)
38 - CATALOGUE MINIPHCTE ( 1? DATA P ;ES, 2 REF. FILES)	 B
MA„NENAT 1975, CDs u L. , 2N
39 - CATALOGUE OF STARS PHUTOMETRICA^LY MEASURED
	
8
(MP,;tJENAT 1976, CDs Bull. 11, 1 ) (ABOUT 60800 STARS)
4U - PHOTOELECTRIC MEASURES OT HYDROGEN - LIN1: ABSORPTION IN	 C
EARLY-TYPE STARS
(DD'lj 2 (17^iHANDRA S) ANV AL AND SINVHAL 1962,  MNRAS 123,
41 - PHUTUELECTRICl^I(FASURE:MENTS OF THE 4200-A CN BAND AND THE C
G BAND IN G8-KS SPECTRA
(GRIFFIN AND REDMAN 1960, MNRAS 120, 287) ( 712 RECORDS)
41 - K-LINE PHOTCMETRY OF A STARS(tHENRY 1969, Ap.J. Suppl.
	
C
18, 47) (292 RECORDS, 146 ENTA :ES)
,3 - K-LINE PHOTOMETRY OF SOUTHERN A STARS TABLE I: SUMMARY 	 C
OF DATA ON SOUTti £ RN A STARS (( HENRY AH HESSFR 1971, Ap.
J. Suppl. 23, 421) (738 RECORDS, 369 ENTRIES)
44 - K-L1NS PHOTOMETRY GF STARS IN rOPULATION I CLUSTERS, 	 C
TADLES 3 TO 6 ( PLEIADES, IC 2391, IC 2t,02HYADFS)
HE.iSER AND HENRY 1971, AP.J. Suppl. 23, 453)
112 ENTRIES)
45 - STRuNG CYANOJEN STARS TABLE 2: PHOTOMETRIC DATA 	 C
^(JANES AND McCLURE 19'11, Ap.J. 165, 561) ( 185 RECORDS)
4b - A PiIOTCMETRIC INVESTIGATION OF THE STRONG CYANOGEN STARS, C
TABLE 1: BRIGHT CALIBRATION STARS* TABLE 4 • STRONG
^:YAAOvEN STARS (McCLURE 1970, AJ 95, 41) (183 RECORDS)
47 - SCANNER ABUNDANCE STUDIES I. AN INVESTIGATION OF SUPER- 	 C
METALLICITY IN LATE - TYPE EVOLVED STARS TABLFS 5 6 7
(SPINHAD AND TAYLOR 1969, Ap .J. 157, 1 79) ( 229 ENTRIES)
48 - A REFEHENCF. LIST FOF THE UBV SYSTEM
	
C
(NICCLET 1976, CDs Bull. 11, 20) 113425 RECORDS)
49 - CAIALOGUE OF Am STARS WITH KNOWN SPECTRAL TYPES 	 H
(HAUCK 1973, AEA Suppl. 10, 385) (418 ENTRIES,
b45 RECORDS)
50 - PHOTOMETRIC STANCARD STARS, TABLE II: MAGNITUDES AND 	 C
"VLUUBS OF BRIGHT SOUTHERN STARS • TABLE IV: MAGNITUDES
AND COLOURS OF STARS IN EQUATORIAL ZONE
(COUSINS 1971, Royal Obs. Ana. 7) (900 RECORDS)
^1 - PHOTOELECTRIC PHOTOMETRIC CATALOGUE OF HOMOGENEOUS 	 A
MEASUREMENTS IN THE UBV SYSTEM (NUBV1
(NICOLET 1978, AEA Suppl. 34, 1) (5865 RECORDS)
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II.	 PHOTOMETRIC DATA:
752 - 13-COLE R PH31OMEINT 
Of 1380 NN IGNT STARS (
JOHj JON AND
	 A F T
M`UCNnETLa7f SSP^C
RTD^"L TYPES HOMOGENIZED AND
1
OPD99AT6 ATDC, 981) (1380 REC'(*DS)
53 - A
NNA ALL A E974
E
 AsroapaceR Corp. RiporE SA KS O-7R 904--MB2) 	 A T647 RECORDS)
54 - AIR FORCE
E 3 9O LKDS r I g ,j A BAEGLO R Y 1;C1^fRS76NO2H8jD	 A I TI2363 29CORDS)
55 - FLABE STADS GERSHBERG (FS) (SHAKHOVSKAYA 1971 IAU
	
A	 T
Colloq. 1 , K1. Vero€f. Bamberg , 1^	 (53 RECORDS)
54 - 100
0FFNANN N FREDERICK AND EMEBYTI57ILA^. j10799 L89)	 A	 T
^72 BECOR6S)	
J l U
57 - A CATALOGUE OF uvb yy B	
•
ETA MEASUREMENTS: 	 R
CU g
LLECTIIq ON OF PUBLISHED DATA
	
A CATALOGUE OF VEIGHTED
(1000 ( H A 19884ND MERDSL LIOD 19 0, AEA Suppl. 40, 11
58 - VILNIUS PHOTOMETRIC CATALOGUE
	
E
}
NORTH 1980 SEE ppS Bull. 19, 92)2095 RECORDS, 189 STARS)
859 - CATALOGUE OF STELLAR: ULTRAVIOLE1 FLUXES. RESULTS OF((TT
SclenceSResearch RCouncil ,^ D UK) (31 4% RECORDS al. 197RE RDS)
A	 T
,
b1 - CATALOGUE OF STELLAR DIAMETERS
	
E
^
FRACASSINI AND FASINETTI 1979, CDS Bull. 16, 49)bJ 13 RECORDS, 4266 STARS)
62 - CATALOG OF EXTINCTION DATA
	
E
(NECKEL , KLARE AND SARCANDER 1980, CDS Bull. 19, 61)
901 - STROMGREN - PERBT uvby COLORS (UNPUBLISHED 1965) (SP) 	 A 3 T( 1217 RECORDS)
902 - UAO 2 ULTRAVIOLET PHOTOMETRY`CODE AND MEADE 1978, Ap.	 A	 T
J. Supp1. 39 195; Meade and Code 1980 Ap.J. Suppl.42 283) (3 ^ILES: 2132,1188,340 RECO96S; 164, 132,34
STARS)
903 - NON-SOLAR X-RAY MEASUREMENTS (IRY) 	 A	 T
1
ARENS AND ROTHSCHILD 1975, NASA /GSFC X-661-75-230)1331 RECORDS)
904 - DEARBORN OBSERVATORY CATAJOGUE OF FAINT RED STA pp ' DO)	 A	 T
1
NAGY 1979, S}}►stems 6 App	 Sci. Corp. R-SAW- /7^- 1)
44076 RECORDS)
905 - ^SWEBNEY,HEINSHEINER
NyFR
ATESDMARAN IISH,NAGY '11978	
A	 T
Aerospace Report TR - 6076 (3409 - 20` -1) 1896 RECORDS)
154
R T
D
R R T
B
1)
A J T
906 - FAY INFRARED LIST 1 > 40 MICRONS, EMERSON)
907 - IMTERIM EQUATORIAL 11WRARED CATALOGUE
	
EIC	 1
NIV.Hb 1 VSHEIMER , YATES,MAIAN , LESH,IIAGY	 979►(SNH
127(	 17f ^:O9DS)
'	 908
- M SCN ED TZ N BROWN D READ	 79683)ANDU NAGv I ID^B, NASA TM1121 21CORDS1
909 - UBVRIJKL PHOTO 818Y OF BRIGHT STARS jJONNSUM et al.)
^/,(FORMERLY	 II/	 SUPERSEDED BY PRESENT II/ 7/)
910 - PHUPOELECTRIC CATALOGUE: 	 MAGNITUDES AND COLIPS OF STARS
^
IN THE UBV	 AND UcBV SYSTEMS	 ( BLANCO at al.	 968)
911 TT6( KUKARKIN	 a1TTAR 1951S 1965	 Counsil^Acad.et	 stcon.	 Sci.USSH)	 -T1)	 18904 &ECORbs)(CSV
91:: - CATALOGUE OF	 STABS SUSPECTED OF VARIABILITY: 	 TABLE I
l.(KUKARKIN et al. 	 1951	 1965	 Astron.	 Council	 Aced.	 Sc
-T1)	 WOOS)i
I
USSR)	 (CSV(3137
155
A	 T
I
STATUS RIPOIJ B IN MACHINE - READABLE ASTIONOOICA16 CATALOGUES
1 JULY
Ii.	 PHOTOMETRIC DATA:
STATUS HEPOIJ
.1
N MACHINE - READABLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUE.►
I JULY
III.	 Si'ECTRU J CUPIC DATA:
UU1	 IICANNONRANDROCKEP1NCEty18 - 19 6, Hacv ^ H Ann. 91-100)	 D M
122 `jJJ0 • 468')2 RECD RDS)
L - Ph4LidINARY GENERAL CATALOGUE Cf EARLY-TYPE ►MI
?
 SIUN	 D
STARS jbFRTIAU AND MCCANTHY 1969, Ric. Astron. , 523)(321b ECORnS)
J - REVISED CATALOGUF OF STELLAR ROTATIONAL VELOC171PS 	 C(UESUGI ;979, U. Tokyo) (6153 RECORDS)
03 - CATALOGUE OF ROTATIONAL VELOCITIES OF THE STARS (UFRV) 	 A y T
((U£SUGI AND FUKUDA 191	 Contrib. Inst. Astroghyys. Kr n. an
t}ba. Kyoto 33, 205) ( 39941 RECORDS) (SUPERSEDED flY III/3/)
4 - ^4u 133NAECIIGGS) 1 72,^
LK itt A Peak. NationaI EObs. , Tucson)	 D R
CATA'OUtIE OF FAINT GB STAR3 BETWEF4 CAPINA AND CrNTAUR'IS C
(LYN-A 1968, Medd. Lund, Sec. I, No. 236) ( 285 RECORDS)
u - STUJICS GF THE MILKY WAY FROM CENTAURUS TO NORMA III. 	 C
uh :3TARS tLYNGA 1964, Maud. Luna, tier. II, No. 141)
(4H 4 ii EC(` ti DS)
7 - A SUtiVEY Of FAINT Ob STARS IN CANINA
	
C
j1:„11AM AN D LYNaA 1965, Mem. Mt. Stromlo Obs. 18)454 RECORDS)
tf - LUMINOUS SPANS II ► TLF SOUTHERN MILKY W1Y (LSS 	 D
(SrEPIIENSON AND SANUULEAK 1971, Publ. Warner t tiwasey
abs. 1, No. 1) (°5132 RECORDS)
F8 - ::2 STARS IN -AFL  NORTH GALACTIC e'OLE REGION	 C
(UP„hEN 19( . 3, AJ b8, 194) (1127 RECORCS)
lu - .;5 AND LATER S1ANS IN TNF NORTH GALACTIC POLE REGION 	 E
(Ui".:;tEN 19bL, AJ b'► , 37) (4027 RECURDS)
11 - F: AND EARLIER S'I 'RS IN S.A. 2b	 54, 136, 107	 C
(UP,;REN AND STANCN 1969, Ap.J. X157, 327) ( 454 RECORDS)
11 - F5 A NO LATER STARS IN S. A. 28, S4, t0 6 107	 C
1
Ui'^.;REN AND STANON 1970, Ap.J. SUP , S9, 3b7)
2u6f3 PECORDS)
13 - VYSSUTSKY' S CATALUGUES 1950 0 (VYSSUTSKY et al. 1943
	
E
194o 1952 1956, IM Ap. . )7	 381; 104, 234; 116, 117;
A 	 b1, 20 1; 63, 211 1 (B9	 RECORDS)
14 - STARS F2 AND EARLIER IN l;URTH GALACTIC POLE REGION 	 8
SLETTE13AK AND STOCK 1959, Hamburger Sternvat +. e No. 5)
601 hECORDS)
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STATUS DEPORT UN MACHINE-READABLE ASTRONUNICAL CATALOGUES
1 JULY 1981
III.	 SPECTROSCOPIC DATA:
15	 - LUH l1 R tpp1 URP et A al . I 19 9 E 1965,1t1 Nasburq-Becgodorf ,l) B RVol.	 I-VI)7189	 RECORDS)
lu	 - SEVE N TH CATALOGUE OF THE URNITALELEMENTS OF E
SPECTROSCOPIC BINARY SYSTEMS ^BAT7)
(BATTEN, FLETCHER	 AND NANO	 1948,	 Publ. Dom.	 Astrophys.121)Ubs.	 15,	 (918	 RECORDS)
817	 - CATALOGUE OF EARLY-TYPE STAR' 	 VHOSE SPECTB^ HAY	 SHOWN
EMISSION LINES	 ( YACKERLING	 19700,	 Mom.	 BAS	 3,	 193)	 (W EL) A	 T
( lUo52
	
RECORDS)
d 18	 - '.ArALOGUE OF STELLAR SPECTRA CLASSIFIErD IN 	 THE A G T
tOR.;AH- KrENAN SYSTEM	 C.	 JASCHEK CONDE,DE SIERRA	 1464,
Publ.	 Plata Obs.)	 RECOBS)La	 (20849
19	 - 1K	 .:LASSIFICATION	 EXTENSION(KFNNEDY
	
1378,	 Mt.	 Stromlo B F
Ubs.)	 (30551	 DATA	 +	 351	 REF.	 RECORDS)
21	 - ;FNFIAL CATALOGUE OF	 STELLAR	 RADI(IL	 VELOCITIES	 (11RV) A G T
1
wI..SON	 1953	 Carnegie	 Inst.	 Wasb1ington	 Publ.	 615 lot)	 RECORts) 1)
c2 -	 RGIA:' ION Of	 EVOLVING; A	 AND F	 STARS B
(DA'g Z1GI'F
	
AND	 FA@ER	 1972,	 ALA	 18,	 428)	 (580	 RECORDS)
^j - MK CLASSIFICATION	 FOR OB STARS	 ( LESH	 19bH,	 Ap.J. D
3uppl.	 17,	 371)	 (458	 RECORDS)
^`,	 - ABUNDANCES	 JF	 SUDIUM:,	 MAGNESIUM	 AND CALCIUM	 IN	 K-TYPE E
GIA11'	 STARS.	 '!'AcsLE	 1	 (PEAT AND	 PEMBERTON	 1968,	 MNRAS
140,	 21)	 (.111	 RECORDS)
ABUNDANCES	 OF SOCIUM	 MAGNESIUM AND CALCIUM	 IN K-TYPE C
;;IAN:	 STARS.	 TABLE	 If	 (PEAT
	 ANC	 PEMBERTON	 1968,	 MNRAS
140,	 d-61)	 (85	 RECCRDS)
27 -	 SCANNER	 ABUNDANCE'	 STUDIES
	 II.	 LATE G	 AMID K	 DWARFS	 IN	 THU C
SOL:,-i	 NEIG11VORHOOD	 TABLE	 5:	 dAW	 DATA	 TAY'LUR	 19`10,
Ap.J.	 Suppl.	 22,	 117)	 (849 RECORDS,	 293	 STARS)
cb - ',CANNEF ABUNDANCE STUDIES I1. LATF G ANO K DMAPFS IN THE C
:.ULhP NFIGHBORHOCD, TABLE 5: BLOCKING FRACTIONS
(TAYLOR 1970, Ap.J. Suppl. 22, 177) (283 RECORDS)
8,9 - A CATALOGUE OF H GAMMA MEASURES OF R. M. PETRIE (H;;AMMA)	 A G
COCRAMPTON LEIR AND YOUNGER 1973, Publ. Dom. Astrophys.. 14, 15 1) (1171 EECOR DS)
7-jO - A CATALOGUE OF STELLAR HOTATIUNAL VELOCITIEE,
	 A G T
(DE:.NACCA AND PEEINGTTO 1970-1973, Contrib. Oss. Asiaqo
No. 239, 250, 294) (3099 RECORDS)
Gil - MICt1IGAN CATALOGUE OF 2-DIMENSIONAL SPECTRAL TYPES FOR
	 A	 T
THE .1D STARS, VOL. 1 (ZONES -89 TO -53) (M-101)
(HOUK AND A. COWLFY 1975, U. Michigan)
(36.132 DATA + 4b3b NOTES RECORDS)
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STATUS
JULY 
O;y8 ^1N MACHINE-READABLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
I IL.	 SPECTROSCOPIC DATA:
31 - DETERMINATION O! f !E/H VALUES 1NOREL at 
&1;4
 
1975, IAU	 B
S ym P. 2) ( 996 R E OR S) ( SUPERSEDED BY III/ /)
33 - A SPECTRAL SURVEY OF THE SOUTHE ;^y MILKY WAY i	 B
f
SUrflMAN LODEN AND NORDSTROM 1R74, AGA Suppl. 15, 445)29 y 1 WORDS)
34 - (NORDSTROM 19 5, Y AGA 5Upp1UU21ER193) L(562ARECORDS) 	 B
j5 - A SPECTRAL SURVEY F TH SOUTHERN MILKY WAY III
	
B
I
LODEN, L O. et a^. 1916, AGA Suppl. 23, 283)
ABUUT 1Ob00 RECORDS)
lab - A .3ENERAL CAT OGUL OF COOL CARBON STARS	 A	 T
SS
I T 19 itENSON 1j l
Al
^3, Publ. Warner 6 Swasey Obi. 1, No. 4)
37 - THE MERRILL-BURNELL CATALOGUES OF STARS EXHIBZz ING	 E
bRlt; 11T HYDROGEN LINES c AERRALL AND B17 `YE L
	 3	 1948,
194 1	 1950
	
A . J. 78, A7; 9d, 153; 11 , J 87;19 11%
   72)( 1601 RECO&DS^
38 - 1j1BLIOGRAPHLC CATALOG OF RADIAL VELOCITIES(( BARRIER,	 E R
Marseilles Ohs.) (SUPPLEMENT TO ABT AND 8IGGS 1972)
7311	 (JAMA[ I et E al. 19 6 , y ESA SRE27) Ot13 6 M ENTRIES)TALOGUE	 A	 T
4U - A UNIFORM EDITION OF THE STOCKHOLM SOUTHERN MILKY WAY
	
C
SURVEY ( CONTAINS CATALOGS III/33 34,35/)
(ANDERSEN 1977, AEA Suppl. 29, 2S7)
41 - 1DENTIFICATION LIST OF LINES IN STELLAR SPECTRA	 a
A
M F NpI NG LIST FRG MOORE
pp
 19
yy
59, N
1
DS Tech. Note 36 "A
BY t Ll p GRATTON IAND F. QUERCIs(14634nR
ECORDS^ TAPE VERSION
42 - CATALOGUE OF SELECTED SPECTRAL TYPES IN THE MK SYSTEM	 A F
M. JASCHEK 1978 COS Bull. 15 	 121) (MKS)(30361 DATA ♦ 109 FEF. RFCARD§)
43 - CATALOGUE OF LUMINOUS STARS IN THE SOUTHERN MILKY WAY
	
a
(SrEPHENSON AND SANDULEAK 1971, Publ. Warner E Swaszeyy
Jbs. 1 No. 1 • UPDATED VERSION QQ! III 8/ BY RISCHOFP'1978, tDS aul^. 14, 15) 15132 RECORDSt
44 - AN ATLAS OF STELLAR SPECTRA
	 C
(JOHNSON 1977, Rev. Mex. Astron. Astrof. 2, 71)
45 - 1NPAARED SPECTRA FOk 3 1 STARS
(JOHNSON AND MENCEZ 19 0, Ai 75, 785)
46 - CATALOGUE OF Ap AND An STARS (BERTAUD AND PLOQUET 1974, 	 B
AGA Suppl. 1b, 71; RIDELMAN AND MacCONNELL 1973, AJ 78
b 67)
C
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STATUS NEEURT ON !MACHINE-READABLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
1 JULY '1981
III.	 SPECTROSCOPIC DATA;
747 - CA
VANS 1967 E
 IAULSymp. 3^:L 5
Yj Lt(COITI20 HOOPS RA ONLY)
	
D R
15823 RECORDS)	
//
d48 - ( BR6cT"ER p1976,1EAP.J. S SupPI.
	
v 71 (9,37 RECORDS)
	
A	 T
49 - WHITE DWARFS (LUYTEN 1970 Univ. of Minnesota Pros 	 A	 T
1
PR L^APED BY . SHARE SELECTED DATA ONLY (3035 RECODS)
COMPLETR DATA CONTAIAED IN III/905/ BELOW)
50 - SOUTHERN MILKY WAY SPECTRAL SURVEY FOR STARS EARLIER	 C
TITAN A5 (GEYFR 1978, IAU Symp. 50, 82) (30810 RECORDS)
851 - MICHIGAN CATALOGUE OF 2-DIMENSIONAL SPECTRAL TYPES FOR 	 A	 T
TIIE HD S;ARS VOI.	 (ZONES -^j TO - Q)
(HOOK t9y 8, ^. M chtgan) (3u4	 ♦ 49 U RECORDS)
52 - MK SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATIONS, 3110 GENERAL CATALOGUE	 B
(BUSCOMBF 1911, Northwestern Univ.) (36339 • 177 RECORDS)
53 - CATALOG OF STARS CLASSIFIED FRCM THE ULTRAVIOLET LINE 	 E
FEAIUHES OF THE S2/b8 EXPERIMENTUCCHIARO JASCHEK
AND JASCHEK 1979, CDS Bull. 17, 9 1C) 1 1900 SEARS)
54 - A CATALOG OF FEH DETERMINATIONS (CAYREL et al. 1980, 	 E
A&A Suppl. 41, 465)'	 (628 STARS, 1109 DE 'T'ERMINATIONS)
55 - RADIAL	 VELOCITIES IN OPEN CLUSTERS	 ( MERMILLIOD, J.C. E
1979,	 CDS	 Bull.	 16,	 2)
5o - 6ECk) ND CATALOG OF	 Am STARS WITH KNOWN SPECTRAL TYPES E
(CURCHOn AND	 dAUCK	 1979,	 ABA	 Suppl.	 38,	 449)
57 - :A'ThLOG OF	 PHYSICAL PARAMETERS
	
CF SPECTROSCOPIC BINARY E
STA145	 KRAICHEVA,POPOVA,TUTUKOV AND	 YUNGELSON	 1980,	 CDS
19,Bull.	 71)
901	 - dOTATIONAL	 VELOCITIES	 (IiKRV)	 (BOYARC:HUK	 AND KOPYLOV A	 T
1904	 Publ.	 Crimean
	
Astrophys.	 Obs.	 31	 44	 (TAPE
PREPARED BY	 NAGY	 AND SAWYER
	
1979,	 ADC/rjSFC;
(2559	 HECORDS)
90.: - k;LN O RAL CATALOGUE OF S	 STARS	 (SS) A	 T
1976,	 Publ.	 Warner &	 Swasey Obs.	 2,	 No.	 2)
1
STEPHENSON
741
	 RECORDS)
9U4 - CATALUGUF OF GALACTIC WOLF - HAYFT STARS OF POPULATION	 I D
(VAN	 DER	 H ►!CHT et	 al.	 1980)
905 -^ HIT E	 DWARFS
	
1	 2	 (LWDC)
LUYTEN	 1970, 1477,	 11. of
	
Minnesota Press	 Minneapolis) A	 T
PREPARED AT GSFC	 1978CCMPLETR COMBINE6 DATA)
654u	 DATA	 ♦ 	 548	 IIE M ARfS RECORDS)
9U8 - S1XTti CATALOGUE	 CF THE ORBITAL ELEMENTS OF A
SPECTROSCOPIC. BINARY SYSTEMS ( BATTEN
	
1967	 Publ.	 Dom.
Astrophys.	 Obs.	 13,	 119)	 (BATE)
	
(737	 RFCOADS)
159
STATUS rNEPOlir ON MACHINE-READADLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
1 JULY 1981
I11.	 SPECTRJSCOPIC DATA:
999 - PI K vLASSITICATION EXTENSION (KENNEDY 1976, Mt. Stromlo	 A MObs.) (27201 • 301 hECORDS)
91U - . ATALUG OF FAN-ULTRAVIOLET OBJECTIVE-PRISM SPECTRO- 	 C
NHu"OMETRY: SKYLAB EXPERIMENT S-019 ULTRAVIOLET STELLAR
ASTRONOMY ( HENIZE, GRAY, PARSONS AN6 BENEDICT 1979, NASA
R«E. Pu hl. 10311
9 11 - Ah SPECTRAL CLASSIFICATIONS, 4TH GENERAL CATALOGUE	 D(UU5CUMBF 1900, Northwestern Univ.) ( 18540 RECORDS)
913 - DI5COVERIES ON SOUTHERN PED-SENSITIVE OBJECTIVE-PR19M	 C
PLATE'S III: NEW STARS HfVIN1; H-ALPHA IN EMISSION
t(CATALOGUE OF 771 NEWLY DISCOVERED FMISSION STARS,
I^acCONNELL 1980)
414 - ABSOLUTE CALIBNAIION OF STELLAR SPEC T POP HOT OMETRY
	
B
U. L. JOHNSON 1980 Rev. Mex. Astrun. AstroE. 5, 2h)
ttb STARS, 176 ilECbrDS)
910 - A C,1TAL0.; uY 0.7 -A RESOLUTION FAR-ULTRAVIOLET STELLAR	 A
5PE l-Ti(A MEASURED WITH COPERNICUS ( Snow and Jenkins 1977,
hp..). Supp1. 33, 269) (t,A STARS, 9060 RECORDS)
160
STATUS hEVUitr ON MACHINE - READABLE. ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
1 JULY 14 31
1 V.	 ChOSS 10rNTIFICATIONS:
1 - A CU:IPILATION OF TRANSIT TABh&S FOR STAR NUMBERINGS :N 	 E
UPbN CLUSTERS ( MFRMILLIOD 19 9, AGA Suppl. 3 b, 163)
(DATA FOR 50 U EN CLUSTERS)
CAI'ALUGUF OF HD HOF AND DM 1DE'TIFICATIONS POP STARS	 B
IN OPEN CLUSTER§ (MLRMILLLOD 1976, ACA Suppl. 26, 419)(71')6 RECORDS)
3 - . E Ivt: RAL CATALUG UF OF STELLAR IDENTIFICATIONS (CSI
	 A
.
^JUNJ AND BISCHOFF 1977, SEE CDS full. 4 27 AND 1AU
olluy. 35, 31) ([UNARY PACKED) (430824 FE-ORDS)
7uJ - CSI EUC:DIC, 143-BYTE bFCORDS COMPLETELY UNPACKED WITH	 A M T
3OM6 FLAGS MISSING (( 430824 RECORDS( CHA.%ACTF. 1t VERSION C1F IV / 3/ PPEPA^ED AP GSFC)
4 - 1ABLE UP CORRESPCNDENCES SAO/HL / DM/GC ( MORIN 1973, obs.	 A	 T
de moudun) ( 258997 hFCURDS)
► ABLE' 01' CORRESPONDENCES DD/CD/CPD
	
B
(JUNE: AND NISCHOfF 1971, CDS Dull. 2, 7) (411403 RECORDS)
„ - CATALOGUI OF CORPESPONDENCES CS1/ADS/IDS
	 B
f
JUVG	 BISCHOFF ANC CCHSENBEIN 1973, CPS Bull. 4, 27)
4^ 13^ RECORDS)
7 - TABLE OF CORRESPONDENCES G1CLAS131) jMF.RMILLIOD UNPUB)	 d
(NO1%TdENN HEMISPhERE ONLY) (1727 Rt:C(1RDS)
3 - ChU;,S-IDFNTIFICATIONS OF HDE STARS (HDEB
1
DOUNET 1978 CDS Bull. 14, 114; 15, 115j	 R
48781 • 4746 RECORDS)
^ - CA1 ALuGUF OF STELLAR IDENTIFICAIIUNS, EDITION 1979
	
11 R
(ULJ!ENDFIN, BISCHOFF AND EGRET 1979 SEE CDS Bull. 17,
O	 (BINAhY OR CFARACTFR FORMAT 434426 OBJECTS)
(4^ y ` 28 PINAAY PFCONDS OR 451b8s CHARACTFN RECORDS)
901 - t10-J;: ( 41F'AD INPUPLISHED)	 D
'Ju2 -	 DM -i,J (MEAD	 UNPUPLISIIED) 7
903 - iiD-Y_".'; (tJA;Y
	 UNPUBL1SHEU)
	 (9091 RECORDS) A	 T
404
	 - YBS- : ID (NAGY	 UNPUBLISHED)	 (9110 RECORDS) A	 T
905 - VARIABLE STAH	 CAIALu.;:	 TABLE	 I	 - NCMENCLATURE
	 ( ,1CVS - T1) A C
	 T( 1307b RFCOhDS)
9^u - TPBLF. VI
	 - CORRESPONDENCES PD/CD /CPD	 (GCVS-T6) A	 M	 T(51 oO RECORDS)
161
STATUS REPURI' ON MACHINE - READABLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUHS
1 JULY 1981
:V.	 CROSS IDENTIFICATIONS:
907 - GODDARD CROSS JOVEX ( NAGY AND MEAD UNPUBLISHED)
	
D
908 - HIS - DM-ADS-IDS -RA FOIL HD STARS ( NAGY AND MEAD UNPUB.)	 D
909 - liD- SAO-DM - GC CROSS INDEX ( NAGY AND MEAD 1978, NASA	 A F T
TM 79564) (180411  RECORDS)
911 - CSI SORTED BY SPECTRAL TYPE AND My BRIGHTEST TO	 A
FAINTEST (PREPARED AT GSFC, SAME VERSION AS IV/703/)(430824 RECORDS)
911 - CSI SORTED BY SPECTRAL TYPE AND Mb BRIGHTEST TO 	 A
FAINTEST PREPARED AT GSFC, SAME VERSION AS IV/703/ ►(430824 Rf^CORDS)
913 - ZSI EBCDIC, 80-BYTE RECORDS ALL FLAGS IN 1 32 - BIT WORD	 A
' C HAQACTEP VERSICN OF JV /03/ PREPARED AT GSFC)
^4.3U_24 RC ')RDS)
914 - AGK3-BD (WARREN 1978, CDS Bull. 15, 116)	 A
( 183145 RFCOHDS)
915 - BD-AGK3 NON-BD STAGS OMITTED ( WARREN 1979, CDS Bull.	 A
15, 1161 (179438 RECORDS)
k
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4STAT 
USJULY0;
J8ON MACHINE - READABLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
V.	 COMBINED DATA:
1 Astron.	 Rechen-lnst. SHetdelbecq, No.	 12)
	
(1R90eRECORDS) to
'	 801	 - CATALOGUE OF NEARBY STABS
	
(tGL)	 (GLIESE 1969	 Yecoff.
Astron.	 Pecben- Inst. 11eidelberq,	 No.	 32	 (tR90 RECORDS) A	 T(SELECTED DATA BY G. SHARE/NRL: IG , RA,D^C,X-RAY
' INT ENS ITY , COMM ENTS)
802 - YALE CATALOGUE Of BRIGHT STARS, 3RD ED.YBS A	 T
C:
(HOFFLEIT	 1964,	 Yale Univ. Ubs.)	 (9110 94CORNS)
J - DATA FOR FK4 / FK4	 SUPP.	 STARS	 ( MORIN	 1973, CDS Bull. 	 4, B
4)	 (3522 RECORDS)
a - CATALOGUE OF STARS WITHIN 	 25 PARSECS OY THE SUN B(WUOLLEY et	 al.	 1970,	 Royal	 Obs.	 Ann.	 5)	 (2150	 RECORDS)
5 - CULOURS	 LUMINOSITIES AND IUTIUNS OF THE NEARER GIANTS
JF	 T y PE^ K	 AND M	 (EGGEN	 1966,	 Royal	 Obs.	 Bull.	 No.	 125)
C
( 1008	 RECORDS)
b : KINEMATIC STUDIES OF EARLY-TjPE STARS ( TABLES 1 AND 2b
	
9
(6UBIN AND BURLEY 1962, AJ 6 , 491) ( 1440 ♦ 898 DECOR S)
1 - 3PACE VELOCITIES OF G AND K GIANTS (ARLES 2 AND 5)	 C
YUtiS AND T. E. LUTZ 1971, Met. RAS	 5, 21)
1b) ♦ 631 RECORDS)
8 - SPACE VELO C ITY CATALOGUE	 C
(EG6CN 19b2, Ro y al Obs. Bull. No. 51) (3483 RECORDS)
9 - NEW KINEMATIC DATA FCR BRIGHT SOUTHERN OB STARS 	 C
TABLE 2: KINEMATIC DATA ( LESH 1972, ACA Suppl. S, 129)
(44u ENTRIES)
10 - NEW KINEMATIC DATA FCR BRIGHT SOUTHERN OB STARS	 E
TABLE 4: COMBINED PROPER MOTIONS ( LESH 1972, ACA Suppl.
5, 119) (440 ENTRIES)
11 - CATALUOUF OF HIGH VELOCITY STARS (EGGEN 1964 - 65, Royal	 B
Ubs. Bull., Sec. E, 111) (656 ENTRIES)
12 - C( AF ALUGUE OF REDUCED uvbyy BETA PHOTOMETRY 	 B
121
11
 (51
^3MRECOR0A D RELYEII 1976, Dudley Obs. Report No.
13 - PROBABLEMEMBERS OF THE SMALL MAGELLANI . 0 CLOUD (NEW	 C
VERSION UPDATED OCT 19781
1
AZZOPAADI AND VIGNEAU 1975 AEA Su22, 285)
RE:IARKS NOT AVAILABLE IN MICHINE - RRD' iDLE FORM)
524 MEMBERS • 124 FOREROUND STARS)
14 - uvbyy ESTIMATED ASTROPHYSICAL PARAMETERS 	 B R
^
Pt11LIP AND E " RET 1980, ACA Suppl. 4U, 199)
9004 RECORDS)
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STATUS hEPORT ON MACHINE - READABLE ASTRO%rMICAL CATALOGUES
1	 JULY	 1981
V.	 COMBINED	 DATA:
15 19 I N 	 (25dL97ENECuRDSj TA 	(OC HSENBEI N 1960, CDS Pull. E
17 - SUP1;1kjIANT	 STARS	 (EGRET	 1980,	 CDS hull.	 18,	 22) E(5000
	 STARS)
ttl
EMISSION0(ENGLEST1979,TAEA 
WITH CH56,	
337) 1331MOBJECTS) E
1') - .:ArALUG OF	 MASSES AND AjES OF	 STARS IN 68 OPEN CLUSTERS E
(PISKUNOV	 1980,
	
CDS	 Bull.	 19,	 67)
'i%j2 -	 YALE FRIGHT STAR CATALOGUE COMGINED WITH	 BOSS GRNERAL A A
CATALOGUF DATA
	
(NAGY
	
1979)	 (9110
	 RECORDS)
`+J3 -	 SKYMAP CATALOGUE Of 246727 STARS 	 VERSION 3.0 A F	 T
38,
4
GUI ,rLIED AND McLAUGHLIN	 1980,	 SEE Ap.J.	 Suppl.
87,	 1978)
1404 -	 COMBINED S'I'Atc CATALOGUE	 (EWALD	 1979) P F
1+u5 - STELLAR CATALOG	 FOR	 ATTITUDE	 DEIERMINATION	 IN SPACE, C
VERSION	 II.I	 (STEIN	 1980,	 NSWC,	 Dahlgren,	 VA)
(43J99	 STARS)
164
STATUS PEP(,,P; ON MACHINE - READABLE ASTRONOMICAL CATALOGUES
1 JULY 1981
VI.	 AIbC:ELLANEUUS:
1 1412 ARGU E 	 R K 11 1973 TUn V. Arizona Mimeograph)
2 - UIOLIUGPAPHICAL STAR INDEX , ( 1950 - 75 	 ((BSI	
ADS Bull(tSPITE, OCHSPNBF. IN KIRCHNR AND LA ^IMEK 1^H0
18 891 ( ABOUT 80060 STABS, ABOUT 11000 TITLES)
(TAPS S PACKED IBM BINARY FURNAT)
S - SEN 3&":IVITY !'UNCTIONS OF PHUTOMETRLC SYSTEMS
^
HAUC:K AND NESMILLIOD 1976, COS Bull. 10, 20)
b07 iIECORDS, 30 TABLES)
8 - bIULIOGRAWILCAL CATA OGUE OF FIELD OR LYq F. STARS
1
11ECK AND LAKAYE 197 , AGA Suppl. 30, 39
0bJ7 RECORDS)
9 - UIULIOGPAPHICAL INDEX FOR PLANETARY NEBULAE FOR
19t,5- 1970 ( ACKER , MAP000T AND OCUSEhHFIN 1917, Af A
5 up N 1. 30, 217)
10	 - A TABLE OF	 SEMIEMFIRICAL 9f VALUE° B
KUttUCZ	 AND PEYTRE;IANN	 1975,	 SAO	 Spec. Report	 No.	 362)
10a	 RECORDS)
11	 - FINDIbG LIS1	 FOR	 MULTIPLET TABLE OF	 NSRDS-NUS	 , A
JECILONS	 1-7	 (ADFLMAN	 ADELMAN	 AND	 FISCFIEL	 1974,*	NASA/
.;SfC	 X-ne5(841b-77-287)	 6ECOhDS)
13	 - A CAPALOG OF RADIAL VELOCITIES 	 IN THE LARGE MAGELLANIC F.
CLOUD	 (FEITZINGER	 AND	 WEISS	 1979,	 A6A	 Suppl.	 37,	 575)
14	 - JIV..IOGhAPIIICAL	 INDEX FOR	 PLANETARY	 NEBULAE	 FOR THE E R
PEh1UD	 196 5- 197 9	 ( ACKER,	 MAR CU UT AND	 OCIfSE Nil ElN	 1980,
Z DS	 Bu ll.	 18,	 64)
15	 - BIDELMAN - PARSONS SPECTROSCOPIC AND UIBLIOGRAPHICAL A	 T
CATALOG	 ( PARSONS	 DUTA	 119ELMAN	 1980,	 CDS	 Dull.	 16,	 86)
40312 	 6BJECTS)(4585`'i	 PECORDS,
40 1 - Li1IfLIOGFAPIIICAL STAR INDEX (1950-72)
(CAYLEL Es t al.)	 (EIS I)
9J2 - INDEX CATALOGUE CF VISUAL DOUBLE STA^S 1976.5	 '1 Y
(WOI,'.FY 1970, f1. S. Naval Obs. , Wash ngton)
4G^ - A FlNLING LIST FCP OBSERVERS OF INTERACTING BINARY	 C
SYSTE MS, 5th ED. (WCCD I OLIVER F^OR^COWSKI,KOCII 198Q,:
Publ. Department of ASCron	 Oniv. of Florida VON I;
Nubl. Univ. Peansylvana, A;Iron. Ser., Vol. XfI)
904 - BIBLIOGRAPHICAL STAF INDEX (1973-1977) (BSI)	 it
I
SP L IE,
	
	 N,KLRCHNFR O L41IMFK 198 , CDS Dull.
s, 6)).
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VII. NON - STELLAR OBJECTS
BO I - REVISED NEW GENERAL CATALOGUE OF NON-STELLAR QBJECTS 	 A
M
RNGC	 c SULENTIC AN pp TjF ^rT 19 4 U v. Q L Ar?BJ
ss) (7 FILES, 8163 65#525# 3 ♦390 4;26 RECORDS)
80i
	
(DIX^N E 197bS T IAU (N'o11og EL[tR 067EC( 18Z973MhECORDS) R M
3 - CArALOGUE OF QpUASI-STELLA
..
B OBJECTS	 B
1
BAHjIERI	 A PACCIOLI AND ZAM 8CN, NOV. 1976, Inst. of
stron., ^n v. of Padova) ( 3354 ref)
CATALOGUE OF ABELL AND ZWICKY CLUSTERS OF GALAXIES 	 B
(ABELL 1958 • CORWIN 1974; KALINKOV , STAVREV AND KANEVA
1975 ZWICKf,HER2CG WILD KARPOWICZ AND KOWAL 1961-19681
PNE
•
 ABED ►; t BULGARIAN AtAD. OF SCIENCE ASTRON. DEPT.)
211 9 RE'.OBDS)
5 - CArALOGUE OF POLARIZATION MEASUREMENTS AND RELATED DATA 	 C
OF EXTRAGALACTIC RADIO SOURCES
(EICUENDORP AND REINHARDT 1979, Astrophys. Sp. Sci.
61, 153)
7 - DARK NEBULAE 1B.I. LYNDS 1962 Ap.J. Suppl. 7, 1) (LDN) 	 A 3 T
(UPDATED, 1791 RECORDS)
b - PULSARS fSEIRADAKIS UNPUBLISt1Er) (PUL)	 A	 T
( 149 REC RDS)
9 - HRI^11T NEBULAE ^ LUN)A 1 T
1
B.T. LYNDS 196, Ap.J. Svppl. 12, 163)
1125 RECORDS)
10 - 3FU CA M BFIDGE RADIO CATALOG ( BEVISEDh ( 3CR)	 A	 T
(BENNETT 1961, Rem. PAS 68, 163) (32 Records)
11 - KIrT PEAK QUASAR CATALOG ( QKP)	 A	 T
1
DEVENY a g BORN AND JANES 1971, PASP 83, 611)2b 1 WORDS)
12 - 
3 GIACONNI etRal.C1974GAp3J.
	
	
A	 T
Suppl. 27, 37) 
161 RECORDS)
13 - ;;LODULAR -CLUSTE& CATALOG (( ARP 1965, Stars and Stellar	 A	 TSystems, Vol. 5) (119 RECORDS)
14 - GALACTIC SUPERNOVA REMNANTS CATALOGUEjSNCC) 	 A	 T
^
CLARK AND CASW ELL 1976,  MNB AS 174, 264s)97 • 23 Records)
15 - GALACTIC SUPERNOVA REMNANTS L ATALOGUE jSNIL	 A	 T
(ILUVAISKY AND LEQUEUX 1972, ASA 18, 169) (^16 RECORDS)
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16 -
Temas
(
Presso AustlA),VA0000LEURS E 1964BB 0oty . Gc0
A T
A0994a(2597	 RECORDS)	 (VGC)
17 A TA
R
	113)
6^
	
ICE et al.	 1977, Ap.J.	 Suppl.	 33,
1
18 -
F FORIAN Uet R alx 15 8, AAPLJGOSupF1!	 38,	 357) A T1 339 RECORDS)
19 - SECOND ARIEL X-RA	 CATALOGUE	 (2A1 A T(COOKE	 et dl.
	
1978,	 MNRAS	 182,	 4	 9)	 ( 107 RECORDS)
20 -	 11	 II	 REGIONSlIII) A T(SHARPLESS	 19 9,	 Ap.J.	 Suppl.	 4,	 257)	 (313	 PECORDS)5
,41 - CATALOGUE Of REFLECTION N EBU4SS ) l (15t RECORDS) A Tden BF.RGH	 1966,	 AJ 71,(van	 99
22 -	 C 1TALOGUE OF OPEN CLUSTERS A F
( LYNJA	 1980 •	SEE	 LYNGA	 AND LUNDSTRUM	 1980,jAU	 Symp.	 H^,	 123)	 (DATA	 FILE	 AND "ALIBI" FILE)
13 - A CATALOGUE OF ADSORPTION LINES INQSC SPECTRA 	 C(ELLIS 1978, MNRAS 185, 613) ( 1108 OBJECTS)
24 - STRASBOURG CATALOG OF GALACTIC PLANETARY NEBULAE	 F R
ACKER MARCOUT AND OCHSENBEIN 1960, CDS Bull. 18, 84)
1446 6BJECTS)
9U1 - SUUTHE:RN GROUPS ANC CLUSTERS OF GALAX^ES (QN) 	 A	 T
M
DUUS AND NEWELL 1977, Ap.J. Suppl. 3 , 209)
O RECUPDS)
902 - AN UrTICAL CATALOGUE OF RADIO GALAXIES 	 B
(G. BURRID,;F AND CROWNE 1978, Ap.J. Suppl. 40, 583)
903 - LIST OF GLUDULRS BASED ON 7 LISTS BY WESSELIUS	 A	 T
(COMPILED BY WESSELIUS 1979) ( 821 RECORDS)
904 - SEYFERT GALAXIES (UEEDMAN 1977, Annu. Rev. Astron. 	 A
Astrophys. 15 69 • 1978 MNRAS 184, 11P)
( 121 DATA • 2
5
0 R^FEREN6E RECORDS)
905 - SECOND REFERENCE CATALOGUE OF BRIGHT GALAXIES ( VGC21	 R	 T(de VAUCOULEURS, de VAUCOULEURS AND CORNIN 1976, Univ.
of 'Texas Press, Austiu) (4364 RECORDS)
906 - LIST OF POSITIONS OF ALL X-RAY SOURCES WITH POSITIONS 	 A	 T
KNOdN MORF ACCURATELY THAN THOSE GIVEN IN THE 411 OR
2A CATALOGUES (DOLAN 1979 NASA/GSFC)(26o DATA • 396 bOTES PECtRDS)
907 - A CATALOU OF JALAXY REDSHIFTS MOD 1980, unpublished) 	 A	 T(3981 RECORDS)
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VII. NUN-STZLLAR OBJECTS
908 - CATALOGUE OF ULTRAVIOLET OPTICAL AND If I D41A FOP 201
	 D
VIN30 CLUSTER GALAAILS lCtoRNETT AND SHiTN 1 i ADC Bull.
No 2 • SMIT ►1 AND COhNET7 1981, Ap.J., in press{1261 itECORDS)
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VIII. CATALOG(IES SORTED BY PLATE AREAS
931 — PLATL CENTERS OF PALCMAR SKY SURVEY
	 A
10J2 - PLATC CENTFRS OF WHITEOAK FKTENSIGN OF PUSS 	 A
9CJ - PLATE CENTFRS OF FUHOPFAN SOUTH. L. SKY SURVEY 	 A
')u4 - PLATC CENTERS OF LICK OBSERVATOPY SKY SUItVFY	 A
^:ATALUGUFS SORTFD BY PALOMAR PLATE AREAS KITH X- AND Y-
COO;O SAO
INATGIVFN IN MM ( NAGY)
	
A
900 - TWU - MICRON SKY SURVEY	 A
9^H - REFPRFNCF CATALOGUE OF BNIGHI GALAXIES	 A
')0 ) - CSI (SEE 4/703/)	 A
91J - C51 ^;URTED BY LICK PLATE AREAS (NA4Y 197b)	 A
411 - dA:,^ EG SPECIALTY CATALOGUE ( NAGY 1977	 A	 T
(CUNCAIFNATION OF VIII /90b/,/9C7/,/ 90b/, 1037 FILES)
AN L,SISSION -LINE SURVEY OF THE ))M ILKd NAY(['A ^1 g
 - PLAT ANDN [NAGY 9 1979	 A
j13 - SAO CATAL06 SORTED BY PLATh AREAS WITH X- AND 	 A
Y-COORDINATES aIVEN IN MM (NAGY 1979)
- CATALOGUES SUHTFD Rd EUROPEAN SOUTHERN O. BLUE PLATE
AHEAD WITH X AND Y LCORDINATES GIVEN IN MM ( 606 FIELDS)
) 14 - S A It	 A
)15 - C5I (SEF 4/703/)	 A
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HOW TO OBTAIN DATA FROM THE ASTRONOMICAL DATA CENTER
Catalogs of astronomical , .ta listed in the :otatuo KvE.^rt t,n *"fi ^hi,it ­
A,-z,tzhi,a Aotronomio,zl ^'rt.z'^^^^z^„z^ (Warren, Nagy and Mead, this Bulletin)
may be obtained from the Astronomical Data Center, NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center if their respective codes indicate availability for
distribution. For catalogs not having a distribution code of A, docu-
mentation is sparse or non-existent, and a requester will often need to
examine the data carefully for potential problems and inconsistencies.
A tape description will always be provided along with a sample listing or
brief format description of the data. Requesters of catalogs on magnetic
tape will generally be expected to supply a sufficient quantity of
standard 2400-foot magnetic tapes to hold the requested data. (Magnetic
tapes should be either new or certified as non-defective, and should b,^
provided as unlabeled tapes.) Requesters' tapes will be used directly to
output the desired catalogs.
Data will be provided to any individual or organization resident in the
United States through the National Space Science Data Center (NSSDC) or
f scientists outside the United States through the World Data Center A
kWDC-A) for Rockets and Satellites. Normally, charges will he waived for
modest amounts of data to be used for scientific .studies and/or for
specific educational purposes and when they are requested by an individual
affiliated with: NASA installations- NASA contractors, or NASA grantees;
other U.S. government agencies, their contractors, or their grantees;
universities and colleges; state and local governments; and non-profit
organizations. When immoderate requests are made, one may expect to be
charged for reproduction and processing services, in which case the
requester will be notified in advance and payment must be received prior
to processing.
A sample order form is included on the following page. Uncertainties
regarding number of tapes required, tape parameters, or special requests
shoulo be clarified by telephone 1(301) 344-8310 or 8105] or letter
before requests are submitted.
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